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ABSTRACT

A new large scale implementation of LISP, polISP, for PDP-11's with memory management modeled after Wisconsin's UNIVAC 1103 LISP, is described as implemented at the University of Maryland. Four versions are available: an interpreter for use with the Virtual Operating System (VOS) being developed at the University of Maryland, a version compatible with DEC's Disk Operating System (DOS) using a VOS emulator, a stand alone version which also emulates VOS, and a version for use with Bell Lab's UNIX operating system. The documentation explains how to start and use the implementation; discussess the problems, limitations, and internal configuration; briefly describes the available system software including a Pretty Printer, an S-expression editor, a LISP function compiler, and micro-FLANNER; and provides a synopsis of the pre-defined LISP functions.
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1. The LISP Interpreter.

PpLISP for PDP 11's with memory management follows University of Wisconsin LISP for the UNIVAC 11/70 series computers. Familiarity with the programming language LISP is assumed. The manuals describing Wisconsin UNIVAC 11/70 LISP give a more detailed description of the language. The differences and peculiarities of the PDP 11 LISP dialect are described here.

PpLISP is a moderate-scale, in-core implementation using two stacks, deep or global bindings, multiple data types, and type determination through address location. The initial code and data for the LISP interpreter occupy approximately 60K words of core. The Virtual Operating System / Distributed Computer Network (VOS/DCh) developed at the University of Maryland, a VOS emulator for use with DEC's Disk Operating System (DOS), and a stand alone system which emulates some VOS functions are operating systems which support the LISP interpreter. With a small operating system, the LISP interpreter needs nearly 16K words of core just to sign on. Expanding just the potential data area, 42K words of core could be supported. Probably, 28K words of core would be needed for much useful computing. Compiled and assembled code could use yet another 24K words. With the maximum configuration of 66K words, about 24K CONS'ed nodes could be used for data, assuming that almost all programs are compiled. The supportable core is reduced on PDP 11's which do not support separate instruction (I) and data (D) spaces, such as the PDP 11/4. The host computer must also support the Extended Instruction Set (EIS) consisting of the MUL, DIV, ASH, and ASHC instructions. EIS comes standard with PDP 11/45s and PDP 11/75s.

Bell Labs' UNIX operating system may also support pPpLISP. Conditional assembly instructions select the host operating system. Before the LISP compiler can be used under UNIX on PDP 11/45s or PDP 11/75s, the UNIX operating system must be altered. The alterations consist of two pages of straight-forward additions to the "C" code of the UNIX operating system. The recompiled UNIX can support an additional, writeable I-space per process following the write protected code in separated-I-and-D-space mode. The pPpLISP compiler can then write instructions into the I-space area increasing efficiency. A second, smaller modification of the UNIX operating system provides one-line-at-a-time input from other files besides teletypes. After the modification, which adds a "sys" call through 20 lines of "C" code additions, callers can read input from file systems and pios up to and including the first new-line, line-feed character encountered, without the second UNIX modification, LISP requests ASCII-character input one-character-at-a-time so that multi-file input may be selective, but slowing the overall process. LISP software may access the powerful features of UNIX such as FORKS, EXCS, PIPES and the other "sys" and "shell" calls described in the UNIX Programmer's Handbook.

1.1. Available Functions.

Except as noted in subsequent sections, the following functions have been implemented consistently with the definitions in the Wisconsin UNIVAC 11/70 LISP Reference Manual by Eric Norman and the additions produced at the University of Maryland. An appendix provides a synopsis of these pre-defined functions.

ADD1 ALIST AND APPEND ARRAY ARRAYL ARRAYP ASSOC ATOM ATSYMB ATTEMPT BACKSP BREAK CLEARBUFF CLOSE COMPLEMENT COMPRESS COND CONS CSET
1.2. Additional Features

PDP 11 LISP has some new features which are not provided on Wisconsin UNIVAC 1108 LISP.

1.2.1. Arrays.

Array functions may manipulate a numerically-indexed contiguous area of S-expression, logical, or numerical data.

1.2.1.1. Creating Arrays

Evaluating the LISP expression

(CSETQ ARR (ARRAY SIZE TYPE))

creates a one dimensional array of length SIZE and globally binds it to the atom ARR. If TYPE is omitted, ARRAY produces an array of pointers. The value of the ARRAY function is a function whose values may be obtained by evaluating:

(ARR X)

where ARR evaluates to the created function and X to a positive, fixed-point number. An element of this array may be set to the value of VAL by evaluating:

(ARR X VAL)

The created array function, ARR, returns the value of VAL.
regardless of what ARR stores in the array.

Both the logical size and physical size in bytes must be positive, non-zero, fixed-point number (octal or integer) which a 15-bit number, i.e., less than 37,768 and greater than zero can express. If ARRAY attempts to create an array with an improper SIZE parameter, the LISP interpreter will produce an internal error -9 as if evaluating

(ERROR -9)

If the ATTEMPT special form had been previously invoked to catch error -9, processing continues at the restart point. Otherwise, the interpreter prints the message

WARNING, X BAD INDEX

where X is the offending SIZE parameter. The interpreter then restarts at the latest level of LISP supervision by requesting a new expression to evaluate. The ARRAY function rounds the creation size of the bit array types (logical and binary) up to the next multiple of 8 to simplify array index checking.

The function created by ARRAY checks that the array index, the first parameter of the created array function, is a fixed-point number which lies between one and the logical creation size. The created array function makes no conversions of the array index from floating-point numbers into a fixed-point number. Array indices out of range also produce error -9 and, if uncaught by ATTEMPT, the same message as above

WARNING, X BAD INDEX

where X is the offending array index. However, ATTEMPT may be used while sequentially referencing array elements to catch the error -9 of an out-of-range reference. Thus, the programs need not explicitly check for the last element of arrays during sequential references. For example, evaluating the following S-expression defines a function CARRAY which creates an array of any desired size and type whose elements are their integer indices.

Figure 9 - Define CARRAY to create arrays.

(CSETQ CARRAY (LABEL (LAMBDAA A) (SETQ A (ARRAY (STACK A))) USE LIST OF SIZE AND TYPE (ATTEMPT (PROP (X I)) (LOOP (A X X) (SETQ X (ADD! X)) (GO LOOP)) (9 A)) RETURN ARRAY WHEN DONE))

As exceptions, the elements of logical type arrays created by CARRAY will all be T (true). Floating-point arrays use the fixed-point indices without conversion.

Types of Arrays

The second parameter of ARRAY (or its absence) specifies the type of array:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>MEMBER</th>
<th>INITIAL</th>
<th>RANGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pointer</td>
<td>Undefined</td>
<td>Any S-expression</td>
<td>T (true) or NIL (false)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logical</td>
<td>NIL</td>
<td>0 or 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary</td>
<td>-128 to 127</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signed byte</td>
<td>0 to 125</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsigned byte</td>
<td>-32268 to 32267</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-bit integer</td>
<td>Not for computations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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7 2-word floating Single precision floating point
8 4-word floating Double precision floating point

All elements of type *p* pointer arrays, are initially undefined. Values should be assigned to pointer array elements before they are referenced. If not, an error occurs after referencing an undefined pointer-array value. The pPISP interpreter uses an error -3 as if the S-expression,

```
(ERROR -3)
```

had been evaluated. If the ATTEMPT special form was previously invoked to catch error -3, processing continues at the restart point. Otherwise, the interpreter prints the message,

```
WARNING, X IS UNBOUND
```

where x is the index of the unbound array element, followed by the solicitation

Help:

which requests an expression whose value may be used instead of the undefined array element.

2.2.3. Array Utility Functions.

Two utility functions for retrieving an array's specifications are available.

If the parameter of ARRAYP, the array predicate, is an array, then ARRAYP returns a number indicating the array type. Zero is returned if the parameter specifies a pointer array. If the parameter of ARRAYP is not an array, then ARRAYP returns NIL (false) as its value. For example, suppose the atom, ARR, has been given an array value by evaluating

```
(CSETQ ARR (ARRAY P 17 1))
```

Then the expression

```
(ARRAYP ARR)
```

will return a value of 1 (one), which specifies a logical array, an array which stores either NIL (the initial value) or T for non-null values.

ARRAYL, the array length function, returns the logical length of an array given as a parameter. If the parameter of

```
(ARRAYL ARR)
```

evaluates to 17. The logical length specified during the creation of logical and binary arrays is rounded up to the next multiple of 8 to align logical and binary arrays (represented by bits) on a byte boundary. Hence, when 17 is given for the length of a logical or binary array, ARRAY produces an array of logical length 24. Other types of arrays just use the length specified by the first parameter of ARRAY as the logical length.

1.2.2. Full ASCII Character Set.

The full ASCII character set is available for use in atom names and strings. However, to avoid a proliferation of atom names that differ only in character case, upper case letters are automatically converted to lower case before being used in symbol names. This feature can be overridden by using an escape character (!) before each upper case letter which is not to be converted to lower case.

While using the DOS or stand-alone versions of the LISP
interpreter, lower case ASCII may not be desired or supported. In this case, the assembly line

```
.ENABLE LC ; Use lower case
```

should be commented out of the module TRAPS.MAC of the DOS versions of the interpreter source code. When the interpreter is so assembled, READ and TOKEN will convert lower case characters encountered to upper case unless the escape character, initially an exclamation point ('!'), precedes then.

1.2.3. Empty Atom and String.

An empty string and an atom whose print name is empty have been provided. Both have a print length of zero. When READ and TOKEN encounter a lone pair of double quotation marks (""), they reference the empty string. However, READ and TOKEN cannot directly scan the empty SYMBOL atom. The expression

```
(ATOM "")
```

will evaluate to the empty atom, if it is needed.

1.2.4. VOS and DOS operating system calls.

Only the VOS and VOS emulator under DOS versions of ppLISP provide the VOS and DOS operating system call functions.

1.2.4.1. The VOS and DOS TRAP function. The TRAP function provides an interface to the VOS operating systems via the TRAP instruction with offset zero (0). The VOS emulator may then use appropriate DOS system calls. The first parameter of TRAP, a fixed-point number, is placed in CPU register R5, R6, for use as the TRAP instruction offset by the operating system. The other, optional parameters are used to place values in registers from R1 to R4 to be passed to the operating system. A NIL parameter or omitted parameter passes zero. Strings and arrays pass a pointer to the first word of the data. Atoms pass the print name like other strings. Numbers pass the value of the number. CONSed nodes pass the pointer to the CAR. The value of the TRAP function is a CONSed pair of octal numbers giving the values returned in registers R1 and R4 by the operating system.

1.2.4.2. The VOS and DOS OPEN function. The VOS and DOS OPEN function provides the subset of the services provided by the TRAP function with offset 370 (octal). The OPEN function may be used with from one to three parameters. For example, evaluate

```
(OPEN FILE-STRING MODE FILE-NUMBER)
```

where the first parameter, FILE-STRING, evaluates to a string or SYMBOL atom, the external name of the file to be assigned an internal logical file number. Under DOS each permissible file name has a default external meaning, the internal number is associated with the external file name on the system device, "SYS:", whose name is the internal number suffixed with the extension "LSP". The OPEN command replaces the external association with a new one given by the first parameter, FILE-STRINGS. The first time the file is accessed for either input or output, the VOS emulator searches for a file with the given name using any User Identification Code (UIC) given as part of the file name in the standard DOS syntax. If no UIC was specified, the VOS emulator first searches the current UIC directory. If the VOS emulator does not find the file under the current UIC directory, the VOS emulator then searches the supervisor UIC, "LC", directory. Most ppLISP system software should be available under the supervisor UIC: "LC", "P4", directory. Complete no-finds produce a system error and a restart. If OPEN gets no second parameter, MODE, or MODE is NIL or zero (0), the first write to the logical file-number will attempt to first INIT and OPEN in contiguous mode (013) in case the file is
contiguous and, if impossible, will attempt to OPEN the file in extension mode (3) which defaults to output mode if the file did not previously exist. On the other hand, the first read directed to the file will cause the VOS emulator to attempt to INIT and OPEN the file in input mode (4). If OPEN gets a non-NIL, non-zero, second parameter, MODE, the first I/O attempt will use the given mode if possible. This provides a way to INIT and OPEN contiguous files in update mode (5), so that the emulator may use random access. When OPEN gets a third parameter, FILE-NUMBER, a fixed-point number, OPEN uses that number as the internal logical file-number instead of searching for an available, unused, logical file-number. OPEN returns the logical file-number which may be used by CLEARBUFF, TERPRI, and LOAD to access the new external file association. The external file-name string may also contain both switches and a second file name following the standard input-and-output-file-separator character, less than (<). The five possible modes available through the second parameter, MODE, can also be specified by switches:

/1 Input (4) from existing file,
/e Extension (3) of an existing file,
/o Output (2) to a new file,
/u Update (1) an existing contiguous file, and
/c Contiguous (113Q) file started empty.

The logical number association available through a third parameter, FILE-NUMBER, can be given by a numeric switch, such as "/S", and is specified for creating contiguous files given as a 6-byte-block count is specified by the switch "/AL:Y", for example by evaluating:

(OPEN "NEWFIL: LSP/AL:Y/C")

where 32 is a switch parameter allocating 32 contiguous blocks of file space. OPEN may also rename and append files through the switches "/RE" and "/AP", respectively. In order to append the linked file "FILE2:LSP" to the end of the linked file "FILE1:LSP", evaluate

(OPEN "SY:FILE1:LSP<SY:FILE2:LSP/AP")

DOS passes FILE1:LSP with nulls before appending the other linked file. In DOS BATCH mode, the opening facility with switches is available to command strings in the run stream with the standard syntax, i.e., preceded by a number sign (#). For example, when the BATCH command

#NEWFIL:LSP/4<OLDFIL:LSP/RE

is encountered, the file "OLDFIL:LSP" is renamed "NEWFIL:LSP" and associated with logical file-number 4.

1.2.4. The VOS and DOS CLOSE function.

The VOS and DOS CLOSE function calls the operating system to close and release any external file and device associated with the parameter, a fixed-point number usually obtained from the OPEN function. The logical file-number given may be reassigned by a subsequent OPEN call to a different external association. CLOSE makes the buffer space and device control blocks in the DOS monitor available provided more recently opened files are also closed, since the DOS monitor allocates buffer and control block space from a stack. The CLOSE function returns NIL.

1.2.5. UNIX ppLISP Operating System Calls.

UNIX ppLISP provides complete access to operating system calls. Either specific system calls using the

sys (); buff / indirect system call

machine instruction like "c" and "as" programs or general calls to the shell, "sh", may be made. UNIX ppLISP facilitates passing
strings ended by a zero byte which many system-call syntaxes require. The LISP interpreter converts internal types STRING, SYMBOL, and CONSED into STRING and insures that the data is followed by a zero byte, even if this forces creating a slightly longer copy of the original. The interpreter uses the print name of SYMBOLic atoms, the LISP variables, as a string except for NIL which is used directly as zero. If a system call receives a CONSed node parameter, pPPLISP assumes the node heads a list of single-character atoms, single-character strings, or fixed-point, ASCII character values. The interpreter concatenates the implied characters into a string. The system call eventually passes a pointer to the first word of the string followed by a guaranteed zero byte. Programs need not supply a zero byte after strings themselves. In system calls, pPPLISP passes the value of fixed-point-number parameters and a pointer to the first word of floating-point-number parameters. The interpreter handles function LINKERs in two ways. System calls pass the I-space address (*CDR) of non-array LI~P parameters so that signals could be caught by user-written, machine-code routines. When pPPLISP receives an array function LINKER, a pointer to the first word of the array data is passed. If the array data, which has internal type STRING, were used directly as a parameter, the interpreter might create a copy of the array in order to satisfy the zero byte requirement. Hence, in order to pass an array of data via a system call, e.g. "lstat" or "fstat", the invocation should use the array LINKER, not the array data. Provide arrays long enough to receive all data returned by system calls. The operating system overwriting the area following an array does grave damage to pPPLISP storage allocation.

When the UNIX operating system detects a venal error during a system call, the operating system returns from the call with the carry (C) bit on in the processor status register (PS) to signal an error condition. When pPPLISP detects this error condition after a system call, except CLOSE and EXEC, pPPLISP generates an internal error E, system error, as if the S-expression

(ERRO R ?)

had been evaluated. This condition may be caught by a previously invoked ATTEMPT catching error E, which then continues with some restart action. Otherwise, the interpreter prints the message,

WARNING, X SYSTEM ERROR,

where X is the integer error number returned in CPU register R0 by the UNIX system call, and restarts at the latest level of LISP supervision.

*2.5.1. The SYS Function.

The SYS function allows access to most of the UNIX operating system calls. UNIX pPPLISP provides other functions in the remaining cases for which SYS cannot efficiently handle the syntax. Programs should invoke the SYS function with at least one parameter, the SYS offset number. In

(SYS ARG0 ••• ARGn),

The interpreter converts the first parameter, ARG0, the offset number, to integer type, and uses it to create a machine instruction

ibuff: sys arg0 / start of indirect buffer

for use in an indirect system call

sys 0 ; ibuff / indirect.

The interpreter converts any remaining parameters according to the above, general rules and places them after the system call in the indirect call buffer. SYS also places the last two parame-
The first parameter, EXTERNAL-NAME, specifies an external file name which OPEN will convert to internal type STRING, ended with a zero-byte, if needed. The second optional parameter, I/O-MODE, a fixed-point number, sets the permissible I/O modes, zero (?) for read only, one (!) for write only, or two (??) for both read and write allowed. If the second parameter, I/O-MODE, is omitted, OPEN uses zero (?) to set read-only mode. If UNIX opens a file for writing, UNIX places output at the beginning of the file, overwriting any existing data without first truncating the file. To extend an existing file, before sending any output, evaluate the S-expression

(SYS 19 0 3 FILE-NUMBER)

to perform a seek (SYS 19) to the end of the file (offset=3 and ptrname=3) where FILE-NUMBER is bound to the value returned by the OPEN call. In order to create or truncate a UNIX file, a function CREAT could be defined by evaluating the following.

Figure 2 - Define CREAT function.

(CSETQ CREAT (LAMBDA (NAME . MODE) ? Define constant binding
 (SYS 3 NAME) ? Optional mode parameter
 (COND (MODE <CAR MODE> ? Use any given mode
 ((666Q))) ? Else default to read/write for all

CREAT could then return a logical, internal file-number of a new or previously-existing-truncated file. If UNIX detects an error while processing an OPEN, CREAT, or SEEK call, the interpreter generates an internal-type-"system error which an ATTEMPT call may intercept.

1.2.5.5. The close Function.

The CLOSE function removes the external file connection to the internal, logical file-number given by the CLOSE parameter, a fixed-point number. If CLOSE removes such a connection, CLOSE returns NIL. However, if the internal to external file connection does not exist or the parameter is out of range, CLOSE returns the integer error number returned by the UNIX operating system. If CLOSE gets the parameter NIL, CLOSE disconnects the standard input, logical file-number zero (0). As CLOSE removes the last internal connection to a file, the operating system may perform other actions such as rewinding magnetic tape, returning end of file to the receiving end of a pipe, or reclaiming file space which is no longer referenced by any directory.

1.2.5.6. The PIPE Function.

The PIPE function, a function of no arguments, calls the UNIX operating system to obtain a pair of PIPE file descriptors, which PIPE returns as a CONSECU node, a dotted pair, of two
integers, the read and write internal, logical, PIPE-file-numbers. The current invocation of ppLISP and any subsequent offspring created by the FORK request may share the PIPE-file-numbers for inter-process communication. A process receives output in the order sent by any other process on any one PIPE. Processes not intending to use one side of the PIPE or pass further copies of that PIPE descriptor to offspring should CLOSE the unused side of the PIPE descriptor so that receiving processes may detect an end of file when all other processes are done sending data and that sending processes may be stopped when no other process intends to read the data sent via the PIPE. If a PIPE call is unsuccessful, the LISP interpreter generates an internal, type-error.

1.2.5.9. The FORK Predicate.

The FORK predicate, a function of no arguments, creates a second process which is a copy of the original process. Each process maintains a distinct copy of the data area and any user code in the writeable I-space. The two processes determine their identity by examining the result of the FORK predicate. FORK returns NIL (false) to the child process but returns the Process Identification (PID), a true value, of the child process, to the parent process. If UNIX cannot create a second process, FORK generates a LISP internal system error of type zero (\( \epsilon \)), which may be caught by a previously invoked ATTEMPT. Any files which were open before the FORK call are available to both processes, including any PIPE files, which may be used for inter-process communication. The child process suppresses the prompt message and the value return prefix used by the LISP supervisor and the restart sign-on message. Thus the parent process may continue sending prompt messages to the user while the child process suppresses prompts in order to converse cleanly with the parent through redirected standard input/output files. For example, in order to redirect the standard output to a previously created PIPE on which the parent may receive data, the child process would close the standard output file, one (\( \epsilon \)), by evaluating

(CLOSE 1);

then duplicate the write descriptor of the pipe, dotted-pair descriptor, PIPE-PAIR, by evaluating

(SYS 4 1 (CDR PIPE-PAIR)) \( \Rightarrow \) System DUP call

which allocates the lowest available number to the file descriptor, and close the child's unused copies of the file descriptor by evaluating

(\( \text{DO} \) [CLOSE (CDR PIPE-PAIR)] [CLOSE (CAR PIPE-PAIR)])

so that logically unused pipes may return end of file status. Similarly, the parent would close the PIPE write descriptor. Thereafter, the parent would read the standard output of the child, without any "Eval: " prompt or "Value: " prefix, using the PIPE read-file descriptor. Either process may overlay itself, usually the child process, to perform a different activity as a satellite of the other process using the EXEC function. Finally, the parent process may suspend its own activity until the completion of the child using the WAIT function.

1.2.5.9. The UNIX ppLISP EXEC function.

UNIX allows a process to overlay itself with a replacement activity, whose initial data and code any executable, UNIX file may define. The initial, zeroth parameter of the UNIX ppLISP EXEC function, gives a complete external file name that UNIX passes as the parameter of the "exec" call to replace the LISP interpreter activity. EXEC calls the function STRING to convert all of the parameters into a string terminated by a zero (null) byte, constructs an array of pointers to the start of each null-terminated string, and passes the array, as the second parameter in a constructed, indirect "exec" call to the UNIX operating system. UNIX conventionally expects the zeroth element of a string-pointer array to specify the overlay file, as the
EXEC function provides. The other parameters often specify option strings, usually starting with minus (-), and external file names manipulated by the replacement activity. The standard I/O files used by the replacement activity may be redirected before calling the EXEC function. If the EXEC function returns the LISP instead of the underlying LISP, EXEC returns the integer error number that the UNIX operating system returned in CPU register R1, rather than generating a LISP internal error.

1.2.5.7. The WAIT Function.

The WAIT function suspends activity in the current process until any one of its previously created children terminates. WAIT removes the remnants of a terminated child and returns a dotted pair, CONSEGU node, of two integers. The CAR, lefthand side, is the Process Identification (PID) of the terminated child. The CDK, righthand side, is the status value returned by UNIX in CPU register R1, composed of the child's exit-value byte and the child's termination status in the high and low order bytes respectively. If a terminated child has not been waited for previously, the call to WAIT will continue immediately without suspending activity. If the calling process has no remaining children, WAIT generates an internal, type-zero (J), LISP error condition. Since SH, the shell command interpreter, waits for a specific terminated child, SH silently removes the remnants of any other terminated children, who will disappear without informing interpreted code which could have been expecting their demise.

1.2.5.8. The Shell Command Interpreter Function, SH.

The SH function provides convenient access to the UNIX command language interpreter, the shell. SH may get one parameter, which SH converts to a string followed by a null (zero) byte, that the shell command interpreter uses with an implicit "-c" option as a single command line. If SH gets no parameter, SH calls the command interpreter to receive commands from the current standard input up to an end of file. SH expects to find the shell command interpreter named "/bin/sh". While the shell command interpreter processes commands, SH suspends activity ignoring the standard, delete-key (DEL) interrupt and the QUIT, file-separator (FS) interrupt (Control-SHIFT-E or Control-SHIFT-L), waiting until the shell command interpreter terminates. While waiting, SH removes any other children who terminate without returning any status about the terminated children. When the shell command interpreter terminates, SH restores the previous LISP interrupt handling and returns the octal number returned by UNIX in CPU register R1 as the termination status word.

1.3. differences in Implementation.

Due to machine architecture differences, some features are implemented differently in PPLISP than in Wisconsin UNIVAC 1103 LISP.

1.3.1. Arithmetic.

Unlike the UNIVAC 1103 series machines which use 36-bit-word, one's-complement arithmetic, DEC PDP 11 is use 16-bit-word, two's-complement, fixed-point arithmetic and signed-magnitude, 32-bit-single-precision and 64-bit-double-precision floating-point arithmetic. PPLISP provides one-word, 16-bit, octal-and-integer-representation, fixed-point numbers and stores negative, fixed-point integers in two's complement. Integers from -32767 to 32767 may be created by the READ and TOKEN routines. The function MINUS produces the integer two's-complement negation of a fixed-point parameter. PPLISP defines a new function COMPLEMENT to provide an octal-representation of the one's-complement negation of its parameter, i.e. COMPLEMENT reverses each of the 16 bits.

Signed-magnitude, floating-point-arithmetic hardware is optional with PDP 11s. If the host PDP 11 provides floating-
point arithmetic, pPOLISP can support floating-point data types depending on the setting of flags for conditional assembly statements in the interpreter source code. PpLISP may support either 2-byte, single-precision, or 4-byte, double-precision, or both, floating-point, signed-magnitude data types and mixed-mode arithmetic between any floating-point-type or fixed-point-type number. The standard multi-parameter, arithmetic functions,

```
PLIS, DIFFERENCE, TIMES, QUOTIENT, and REMAINDER;
```

and the standard comparison functions,

```
EQUAL, LESSP, and GREATERP;
```

convert an operand with lesser precision than the other to the type of the operand with greater precision before computing each intermediate result. The final result of arithmetic functions, including the single-argument functions,

```
ADD1, SUB1, and MINUS,
```

has the type of greatest precision of any of the parameters, if pPOLISP supports floating-point numbers. If pPOLISP supports no floating-point numbers, the arithmetic functions use all parameters as fixed-point integers and return an integer result. The TIMES function converts any fixed-point-multipication, intermediate result which overflows into a numeric type with the highest available precision in order to avoid losing information. If pPOLISP supports any floating-point type, pPOLISP defines additional floating-point conversion functions and predicates,

```
ENTER, FIXP, FLOAT, and FLOATP.
```

The function FLOAT, which Wisconsin UNIVAC 1103 LISP does not pre-define, converts any fixed-point parameter into a lowest-available-precision, floating-point result and returns floating parameters as is. If pPOLISP supports both the single and double floating-point type, pPOLISP defines two additional conversion functions

```
SINGLE and DOUBLE
```

which convert parameters to the appropriate floating-point precision. The bitwise logical functions,

```
COMPLEMENT, LEFTSHIFT, LOGAND, LOGOR, and LOGXOR,
```

treat any parameter as a fixed-point number and return octal-representation, 8-bit results. The bitwise logical functions of pPOLISP treat, like their Wisconsin UNIVAC 1103 LISP counterparts, floating-point parameters as 16-bit quantities without conversion using the high-order, most-significant word.

1.3.2. CLEARBUFF and TERPRI Parameters.

The LISP I/O functions CLEARBUFF and TERPRI can take an optional parameter, a fixed-point number or NIL. The parameter gives a new temporary input or output device, respectively. NIL may be used to return to the standard port. If CLEARBUFF or TERPRI get no parameter, the appropriate buffer is handled without changing the current I/O file, unlike Wisconsin UNIVAC 1103 LISP. System messages are always sent to a standard port. Also, after a system message input is expected from the standard port.

1.3.3. System Commands.

pPOLISP does not implement the Wisconsin UNIVAC 1103 LISP system commands which begin with a colon in column one (:).

These include:
1.3.4. Utility Functions Not implemented.

    Other utility functions included in Wisconsin UNIVAC 1100 LISP are as yet unimplemented.

BACKTR CONCAT DATE DTIME GCTIME GROW MEMORY *PACK

1.3.5. Compiler Functions.

PpLISP defines functions used with the LISP compiler to manipulate generated code, namely


differently from Wisconsin UNIVAC 1100 LISP. Since most of the compiler functions are machine dependent, and would have little utility for programs other than the compiler, the differences have little effect on the transportability of code, except that DJMP and LJAD have different purposes. Instead of using DUMP to output compiled code as is done with Wisconsin UNIVAC 1100 LISP, the Pretty Printer should be used as described below. The LOAD function could then restore the code into ppLISP by reading S-expressions intermixed with binary code modules instead of restoring an absolute loader format file as is done with Wisconsin UNIVAC 1100 LISP. If ppLISP does not support compiled code, as is the case with ppLISP on a PDP 11/40, ppLISP does not pre-define the functions

*BEGIN, *DEPOSIT, *EXIT, and *ORG;

defines the functions

*EXAM and DUMP

so that they return NIL when called; and defines the functions,

*EPT and LOAD,

with a reduced capability. The setting of an assembly-time flag, CPLCPL, in the module "TRAPS.MAC" determines if ppLISP will support compiled code.

1.4. LISP Systems Software.

    System programs, written in LISP, are available to help the programmer. They are kept on file in a form that can be brought into core by evaluating the LISP S-expression,

    (LOAD FILE),

where the atom, FILE, evaluates to the logical file-number of the program.

1.4.1. Pretty Printer.

    The Pretty Printer, PRETTYP, displays non-circular LISP objects in an orderly, indented format that can be read as input to restore the objects. The function, PRETTYP, takes from one (1) to three (3) parameters.

    (PRETTYP DUMP-LIST ASCII-FILE BINARY-FILE)

    The first parameter, DUMP-LIST, evaluates to a list of atoms with constant bindings to be displayed or sublists, the CAR of which is a property or flag of the subsequent atoms in the sublist to be displayed. If the second parameter, ASCII-FILE, is given it
specifies that output will be sent to a logical file-number instead of to the keyboard. If PRETTYP gets the second parameter, ASCII-FILE, an internal, fixed-point, logical file-number, PRETTYP sends the S-expression output to the specified file instead of the current file. PRETTYP sends binary output of compiled code to the internal, fixed-point, logical file-number given by the last parameter, BINARY-FILE, provided that the parameter is non-NIL. If the last parameter is NIL, or if PRETTYP gets only one parameter, PRETTYP produces no binary output. Often, the second parameter may also be the last so that ASCII-character output of S-expression representations and binary output of compiled code will be appropriately intermixed in the same file. The ASCII and binary logical file-numbers should have previously been given an external association by a call to OPEN or a similar function such as PIPE under UNIX. PRETTYP returns a list of the atoms in the first parameter, DUMP-LIST, which had no constant binding and sublists with two elements giving a name and atom whose property list did not contain either the property or a flag with the name mentioned in a sublist of the first parameter, DUMP-LIST. When Pretty-Printing compiled code, the expression bound to the master LINKER, the function entry to the start of the compiled code area, should be output first so that the expression may later be restored. Usually the safest way to output expressions which have been compiled is to output them all with a single call to PRETTYP passing as the first parameter, a list of atoms bound to the compiled functions in the same order as the functions were compiled. After Pretty-Printing, the files could be re-read to re-establish the indicated bindings by evaluating the S-expression,

(LOAD ASCII-FILE BINARY-FILE),

where ASCII-FILE and BINARY-FILE are internal, fixed-point, logical file-numbers, previously associated with an external file-name of files containing the S-expression representations and compiled code images respectively. If LOAD gets only one parameter, it may input a file of intermixed ASCII and binary information. LOAD repetitively reads S-expressions until reaching an end of file. Under UNIX with LISP, the first parameter (but not the second) of LOAD may specify an external file which the interpreter will open, read, and close.

1.4.6. The LISP Expression Editor.

The LISP editor special form, EDIT, and function, EDIT', allow the programmer to easily alter in-core expressions and function definitions. Once the editor is invoked, for example, by

(EDIT FUNC)

simple commands, usually one letter, can:

M # - move the focus horizontally without descending;
+ # - move the focus horizontally in list and descend;
- # - ascend # times in a list structure;
F - print the current focus;
P - PRETTY PRINT the focus (if PRETTYP loaded);
E XP - evaluate the expression EXP;
I EXP - insert the value of EXP before the focus;
D - delete the current focus and ascend one level;
K EXP - replace the current focus with the value of EXP;
S ATM - save current focus as fluid binding of ATM;
RESTORE - start over from the top; or
STORE - install the edited object and return.

Note that # represents any integer, its sign giving the direction of travel. EXP represents any LISP S-expression. ATM represents a SYM30Lic atom, a variable.
1.4.3. The Debug Package.

The debug package provides four routines, utilizing the system functions, BREAK and UNBREAK, whose first parameter is a list variables or atoms with constantly bound functions, macros, or special forms.

STRACE traces the call and exit of constantly bound functions, macros, and special forms giving parameter and exit values.

$BREAK is similar to STRACE but stops, querying the user for expressions to evaluate until the expression, T, is received.

STRACEV prints the new values of variables as CSET, CSETP, SET, and SETQ alter them. Tracing is ineffective for variables altered by compiled code.

SUNBUG removes tracing from the atoms in its parameter list or if no parameter list is provided it removes all tracing.

If possible use a compiled version of the debug package to avoid internal conflicts between traced variables and functions. If compiled code is not available, evaluate the S-expression,

($)MANIFEST DB-LIST),

after loading the debug package and before initiating tracing to remove some of the conflicts involved in tracing functions using functions which might be traced.

1.4.4. Micro-PLANNER.

A version of Micro-PLANNER can be used on PDP 11/45's on a small data base. A 32k word USER data area is required. After loading, typing

(PLNR)

starts Micro-PLANNER. Micro-PLANNER will then prompt for PLANNER expressions to evaluate by printing

THVAL:

If the Pretty Printer is also loaded, the PLANNER data base may be dumped to a file by typing

(THDUMP FILE)

where FILE is evaluates to a logical file number. Later the data base may be restored while using Micro-PLANNER by typing

($)LOAD FILE).


2. Internal Configuration.

The PDP 11 LISP interpreter is modeled after the Wisconsin LISP UNIVAC 1100 interpreter. Each interpreter is written in assembly language to facilitate its optimization with respect to the architecture of its host. Both interpreters have been modularly organized to aid in their design and improvement. Standardized interfaces and data structures are used between most interpreter routines. Documentation is provided within the code listing for deviations from the standard interfaces. Both interpreters assume an operating system has been provided to handle system overhead chores. Moreover, the physical layout, the algorithms, and even many assembly labels used are, in general, similar. Understanding the workings of either interpreter should aid in the understanding of the other.

2.1. VOS Operating System calls.

Under VOS, the pplLISP interpreter uses the "TRAP" instruction (0444X) to perform input/output, to recover from errors and interruptions, and to do other miscellaneous system functions. CPU registers pass the parameters. In order to be compatible with the PDP 11/45, the operating system uses only one CPU register set and makes no attempt to change register sets in PDP 11/45's from the starting register set. The operating system returns the contents of CPU registers not used for sending or receiving parameters unaltered. Any operating system which supports the following "TRAP" definitions and provides sufficient address space can house the PDP 11 LISP interpreter. The stand-alone operating system and the VOS emulator under DOS take advantage of the uniformity of the VOS interface. The label for each "TRAP" instruction offset below precedes its octal value in parenthesis. The value and action correspond to the "TRAP"s of the VOS control machine.

2.1.1. TRAP (0) - Simulate TRAP.

Offset TRAPR (0) simulates any other TRAP. The low order byte of CPj register 45 passes the TRAP offset. The other CPU registers pass parameters in the normal manner according to the simulated trap.

2.1.2. READ (1) - Start Input of Line.

Offset READ (1) conditions the input routines so that the next character will be transferred from the beginning of the next input line. Any unread characters from the previous line are lost. The end of line flag from the previous line is cleared. Register $78, which contains flags used by VOS, is cleared by the LISP interpreter before the call. Register $71 is used to specify a logical device, process, or port from which the next line will be obtained. If zero is used in $71, the default device assignment is used for input.
2.1.3. RDASC (2) - Read ASCII Character.

Offset RDASC (2) returns the next input character from the current input line in CPU register %C. Register %C contains a non-zero flag when all characters from the current line have already been read, zero is returned in register %1. The next line is not started until a "TRAP READ" is performed.

In the current system, register %2 contains a count of characters already received. The stand-alone operating system decrements the value returned in CPU register R2, %2, to backspace. Returning zero in CPU register R2, %2, deletes the input line. More general operating systems need not attempt this kind of shortcut.

2.1.4. WRITE (5) - Send with No Carriage Controls.

The WRITE TRAP provides compatibility with VOS. In the stand-alone systems, it performs no action. Under VOS, the WRITE TRAP signals the end of the current line of output characters, insuring message completion to receiving processes. CPU register %2, in which VOS passes flags, is cleared to zero before the "TRAP" by the LISP interpreter.

2.1.5. CRLF (6) - Send Line With Carriage Controls.

A CARRIAGE RETURN and LINE FEED are added to the current line of output. Then the "TRAP" performs the actions of "TRAP WRITE".

2.1.6. PRASC (7) - Send ASCII Character.

The character in register %1 is added to the current line for output. VOS uses the 7 low order bits of register %0 and computes an even parity bit.

2.1.7. SYSRPT (1.29) - Change System Ports.

The logical port number specified by register %1 is used to temporarily change the standard I/O streams. If the upper byte of %1 is nonzero, the logical port specified is used for input. Otherwise the logical port specified by the lower byte is used for output.

2.1.8. SETTRAP (2.24) - Prepare to Process Contingencies.

Register %0 contains the address at which the LISP interpreter wants to start processing contingencies. Attention interrupts, stack overflows, illegal instructions and I/O errors would all begin processing at the specified point.

2.1.9. ERINFO (1.32) - Get Status After Contingencies.

After a contingency, "TRAP ERINFO" obtains information about the contingency necessary for a restart. Thus uninterruptable operations can be resumed before an attention interrupt is processed. The LISP interpreter must ensure that an uninterruptable process did not cause the interrupt.

Upon return, CPU register %1 contains the virtual program counter (PC) location, register %2 contains the virtual processor status word (PS), and register %2 contains the error type in the low order byte. Attention interrupts return a negative error code in this byte while other types are positive.

2.4. Function Call Conventions.

The LISP interpreter code section consists of a collection of mostly independent subroutines. External routines, which the
interpreted data may call directly, all have a common calling and exit convention. Thus individual routines may be added or modified without fear of affecting other sections of code. Internal subroutines, such as the garbage collector, which have different conventions, are documented within the LISP interpreter code listings. However, almost all subroutines follow the convention that the return address is on top of the control stack, which grows downward, pointed to by CPU register SP, %6, %5.

2.2.4. On Entry.

On entry, external routines expect CPU registers %4, %5, and SP to be pointers. As noted above, SP, the hardware stack pointer, points to the control stack which grows down to lower unsigned addresses. On top of this inverted stack is a return address which may be accessed by the instruction

RTS PC.

CPJ register %4 points to the top of the value stack, which grows upward. Register %4 points to the next free word on this stack.
CPJ register %5 points to the first parameter on the value stack. If the routine was called with no parameters %4 and %5 contain the same values. Otherwise, successive parameters occupy successively higher words on the control stack starting at %5's value and ending just below register %4's value. Data items in LISP consist of pointers, which may be followed during garbage collection. The items on the value stack are such pointers and hence the garbage collector marks the items referenced by the value stack to keep them from being reclaimed. All parameters to functions must have such protection and thus are placed on the value stack. Other addresses, such as return addresses, pointers into the stacks, or raw values, as opposed to the pointers to values, are stored on the control stack during evaluation. The items on the control stack are not referenced during garbage collections.

2.2.5. How to Call External Functions.

Two internal procedures facilitate subroutine entry and return. Before using the routines, any temporary data item pointers which may need protection from garbage collection are pushed onto the value stack. Next the current value in register %4, the value stack top, is pushed onto the control stack, pointed to by register %6.

External subroutine calls use the internal subroutine ENTRY, externally named ENTRY. To use ENTRY a special LINKER node pointer is pushed onto the value stack. The LINKER node consists of a subroutine entry address and a pointer to a data item. The data item will be marked by the garbage collector to avoid reclamation, such as a LAMBDA expression which is to be interpreted. The subroutine entry address is not marked by the garbage collector. LINKER node usage permits one numerical address to have two simultaneous meanings, which the PDP 11/45 memory segmentation hardware permits. ENTRY must also be used for some internal subroutine calls which expect a LINKER node to be placed on the value stack. After the LINKER node, the parameters are pushed onto the value stack before ENTRY is called.

A simplified entry procedure named ENTRY?, externally named ENTRY?, is used for calling acceptable subroutines. The parameters are simply pushed onto the value stack without any LINKER node. The address of the called subroutine is then put in CPJ register %5 just before calling ENTRY?.

Both entry subroutines are then called using the jump subroutine instruction, JSR, using CPU register %5, i.e.

JSR %5, ENTRY?
Both entry subroutines call the specified function in the conventional way. On exit, the stack pointers %4, %5, and %6 are restored to their values before the parameters and LINKER node were pushed onto the stack. The other registers may be used by the called procedure without having to save their values. CPU register %1, %2, return the pointer to the returned data item, the value of the called function. The calling routine must save any register values on the appropriate stack before beginning function calls.

2.2.3. Internal Subroutines.

A jump-subroutine instruction using CPU register R7, %7, %7, the program counter (PC), (JSR PC,SUBROUTINE) calls most internal subroutines. Parameters are transmitted in a manner peculiar to each subroutine. In general, CPU register R0, %6, returns values.

2.2.3.1. Printing Subroutines.

Most of the printing subroutines expect just one parameter on the value stack. This parameter is popped from the value stack on return into %0. The value in %5 is unaffected.

2.2.3.2. Obtaining Data Nodes.

The procedure NODE, externally named NNODE, provides data nodes. CPU register RS, %5, contains the type of data node required. CPU registers R1, %1, and R4, %4, contain the value to be used in node construction. Additional entry points provided load CPU register R5, %5, before entering the NODE routine. CPU register R6, %6, returns a pointer to the node created. NODE saves only CPU registers R4, %4, and R5, %5. Calling NODE may cause a garbage collection.

2.2.3.3. Obtaining Node Types.

Small, externally-available subroutines return the type of a given node in CPU register %3. Routines GETYPE, GETYP, GETYP!, and GETYP!, externally named GTYPE, GTYPE2, GTYPE3, and GTYPE4, are used to obtain the types of nodes in R3, R2, R1, and R0, respectively. Only register %3 may be altered. Other subroutines which use node types assume the node type is in register %3.

2.2.3.4. Catching LISP Errors and Non-standard Returns.

Several procedures, such as LISP, PROG, and ATTEMPT place restart points on the value and control stacks. These restart points provide stack reset positions after a non-standard return, the EROR and 60 procedures, and internal errors. The function UNWIND, externally named UNWIND, finds the appropriate restarting point on the stacks. When called LISP register R1, %1, contains the return index and CPU register R2, %2, an appropriate value, such as a 30 label or RETURN value. After finding a match to the return index, the original procedure restarts immediately after the point where it established the restart point. The association list existing when the restart point was created is also reestablished.

2.2.3.5. Internal List Manipulation.

Internal subroutines for manipulating the current association list, and property list flags and attribute-value pairs pass parameters and return values through registers %0 to %3.

2.3. Register Usage.

Although most registers have no fixed usages, register usage follows some general patterns. Registers %0 to %3 are used without being saved by subroutines, while registers %4 to %6 are normally restored after subroutine calls.

A! = %0 is used to calculate and return values.

R7 = %7 is general purpose.
2.4. Storage Allocation.

The user mode D-space area of storage is divided into equal size contiguous areas called pages. Data within each page have a uniform type. A page table records the current type within each page. Given a pointer to a data item, the page table is used to determine the type from the address. The pages are aligned on page boundary addresses which are multiples of the page size. Thus the high order bits of any pointer can be used as an index into the page table to determine the type. The numerical byte code for each type is included in parentheses in the description which follows. All the types are even numbers to facilitate multiple branch instructions, e.g.

```
ADD %3,PC ; Branch according to type.
```

Figure 3 - Initial VOS and DOS LISP data area.
2.4.1. SYSTEM and Stacks (-6).

The value and control stacks, I/O buffers, tables, error message string, and permanent addresses are located in SYSTEM pages. The control and value stacks expand to the lowermost part of the top hardware segment. At least one block is left unallocated so that if either stack overflows, a hardware interrupt occurs.

2.4.2. Not Available (NA) (-4).

This type is reserved for pages used for non-standard purposes. This might include workspaces for other procedures that could be linked to the LISP interpreter code. Also pages which are not included in the hardware mapping are given type NA during the start-up procedure.

2.4.3. FREE (-2).

Pages which are available for conversion to other types when needed have FREE type. When the garbage collector reclaims an entire page it is given type FREE. Type FREE pages remain uninitialized until needed. A count is maintained of the number of FREE type pages. When an available free page is needed, the storage allocator searches the page table to compute the starting address of a FREE page.

2.4.4. CONSED Nodes ( )

CONSED nodes, the list connectives, are four bytes (two words) long and are aligned on two word boundaries. The low and high order words are pointers to the CAR and CDR of the node respectively. Pointers to CONSED nodes point to the high order (CDR) word. Taking advantage of the hardware decrement before addressing, both CAR and CDR can be reached directly without using the longer index addressing mode. During garbage collections, if a CONSED node is marked, its CAR and CDR are also marked.

*Figure 4 - CONSED node.*

```
                      1
                       |
                       |
                       |
CAR -----+----------+---- CDR
       1    2             3
       |    |
       4
```

2.4.5. LINKER Nodes (2).

Two-word (four-byte) LINKER nodes are used to enter functions and transmit auxiliary information. The high order word (*CDR) of a LINKER node is the starting address of a function whose code is in the memory-management-hardware instruction (I) space. This address should not be used as a pointer since the address specified may have a different meaning in the data space. The low order word (*CAR) of a LINKER node for a system defined function points to a string giving the original name of the function. The *CAR of a LINKER node of a LAMBDA expression points to a list of the parameters given to LAMBDA to create the function. The *CAR of a node created by LAMBDA and FUNCTION points to a CONSED node whose CAR is the captured association list and whose CDR is a list of the parameters of the creating LAMBDA call. The *CDR address of such a LINKER node specifies an address where the captured association list is established as the current one and the dummy arguments are given values from the value stack. On entry to this function, the *CAR of the LINKER node is placed on the value stack just below the first parameter. The *CAR of the LINKER node of an array points to the string containing the values of the array. The address given by the *CDR of such a LINKER node specifies whether the
All functions have the associated routine ALIST points to the head of the association list.

The *CAR, I-space address, of LINKER nodes determine if the associated routine involves a function of a special form. All functions have an unsigned I-space address greater than or equal to the I-space address of the system interpreter function, EVAL. Other I-space addresses specify special form routines. Both types of LINKER nodes are aligned on two-word (four-byte) boundaries. Function parameters are evaluated before being passed to the procedure. Special form and macro parameters are not evaluated before being passed.

**Figure 5 - Function and Special Form LINKERS.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th align="right">Expression</th>
<th>I-space Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td align="right">1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td align="right">(*CAR)</td>
<td>(*CDR)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4.6. SYMBOL Atom Nodes (4).

SYMBOL atoms, the named entities of LISP, are four words (eight bytes) long. The first, low order word is a hash link. The hash table bucket heads are embodied in the single character atoms, which are created by the data initialization at the lowest unsigned addresses of the first SYMBOL atom page. The hash code is computed by adding the ASCII character bytes in the symbol name, truncating to the low order seven bits and multiplying by eight, i.e., algebraic shift left by three, in order to find a bucket head in the hash table. The last hash link in a bucket is marked by a zero word. GENSYM atoms, which are not on the hash chains, have hash links which point to an integer index. The second word points to the ASCII string which gives the name of the atom. The third word, the *CAR of an atom, gives the constant binding of an atom. If the atom is not constantly bound, the third word is zero. If the third word is zero, a fluid binding of an atom may be placed on or retrieved from the association list. Each fluid binding on the association list is an atom and attribute pair. The fourth, high order word of a SYMBOL atom is the property list. A property list consists of flags, which are other SYMBOL atoms, and attribute-value pairs in which the *CAR of the pair is a SYMBOL atom and the CDR of the pair is the value or property. Pointers to the atom address the fourth word, the property list, which serves as the *CDR of the atom.

**Figure 6 - SYMBOL atom node.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hash Link</th>
<th>Print name</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Property list</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(*CAR)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4.7. OCTAL (6).

OCTAL nodes are 16-bit words aligned on word boundaries. Although a sign may be specified on input, OCTAL nodes are printed as unsigned octal radix numbers followed by a "\text{"}. Bits of the bytes at the beginning of each page of octal nodes serve as marking flags for garbage collection.
2.4.8. Integer (INTGER) (P16).

Integer nodes are signed, 16-bit, two's complement words aligned on word boundaries. Bits of the bytes at the beginning of each page of integer nodes serve as marking flags for garbage collection.

Figure 7 - OCTAL node.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4.9. STRING and Array (P12).

Strings and arrays, which both have the same format, occupy the same page type. Pointers to arrays or strings address a word which gives the length in bytes followed by string or array data. Strings and arrays must be less than 32K bytes long since the high order bit of the length word is used by the garbage collector to mark strings and arrays. Strings consist of 7-bit ASCII characters in each byte. Context specifies array data, i.e., a special LINKER node's *CAR points to the array. Arrays of pointers, whose values must be marked during garbage collections, must have exactly one LINKER node whose *CAR address is ARRAYA, the pointer array internal function, so that the garbage collector will mark the members of the array exactly once and will maintain pointer integrity. The starts of strings and arrays align on word boundaries, even when the preceding string length is odd. Strings and arrays may extend across page boundaries.

Figure 8 - Integer (INTGER) node.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.5. Garbage Collection.

Storage management and garbage collection differ greatly from those in Wisconsin UNIVAC 1100 LISP.

2.5.1. Knuth's Algorithm.

Each new data item created is stored in a node drawn from the free storage lists. When a free storage list is exhausted, a FREE page is converted into a page of nodes of the requested type. Finally, when no FREE pages remain, the garbage collector is called to determine which nodes are no longer used to hold current values. These free nodes, which cannot be reached by any chain of pointers accessible to the user, are placed back onto the free storage chains. If an entire page consists of free nodes, the nodes in the page are removed from the free storage.
Knuth's algorithm E underlies the marking method, which only marks nodes still in use. Node marking starts from the hash table, the value stack, some unmovable atoms used as flags or LISPERS within the interpreter code, and any current pointers which will be included in the data item about to be generated. Knuth's algorithm E maintains a stack within the data by reversing the direction of the marked chain of pointers. It requires only a small fixed amount of additional storage for chain, head position, which are kept in registers. Further, Knuth's algorithm operates in a linear time order with respect to the number of marked nodes. No other marking method can significantly improve upon linear time order.

After the marking operation is completed, each page is swept for unmarked nodes. For each page, the page type is found to determine the method of marking used and current position in the free storage chain of a given type. The free storage chain for each type is kept in unsigned ascending order. Newly reclaimed nodes are placed in order on the appropriate chain. The free chain, current position pointers may be advanced when marked nodes are encountered. Also, the marking is removed from marked nodes. After sweeping each page, a count of the free nodes within the page is inspected to determine if the entire page is free. The sweeping algorithm operates in a linear time order with respect to the amount of storage.

Complications arise if the garbage collector is interrupted, while being marked, pointers do not necessarily give the expected value. Some marking is done by setting the low order bits of word pointers. If these pointers were used as word addresses, the odd-address hardware trap would occur. Moreover, some free storage chains may be temporarily disconnected during the sweeping procedure. The unallocated string chain, however, must remain intact to determine whether a given partition (slot) of a string page is either (1) on the unallocated string chain, (2) marked, or (3) allocated but unmarked. The partition's length is found in different positions within the slot accordingly. Similar problems may occur during node allocation. One solution is to disable interrupts during the critical periods. Unfortunately, disabling interrupts involves excessive overhead for such frequent operations as node allocation. Hardware interrupts could not be disabled for the duration of garbage collection during any simultaneous real time operations. Garbage collection uses on the order of a second. Alternatively, a flag is set and cleared when entering and leaving critical areas. When an interrupt is intercepted, this flag is examined. If the flag is set, the operation proceeds from the interrupt point to the point where interrupts can occur, the point at which the flag would be cleared. There, the normal processing is discontinued and the interrupt processing is completed. Note that the uninterruptable operations must not generate hardware interrupts themselves, for the system could not continue.

2.5.2 Free Storage Lists.
Each of the free storage chains for each node type is in unsigned ascending order. The end of each chain is indicated by a zero where the next link pointer is expected. Unlike allocated nodes, the chain links of each type always point to the unsigned low order word of the next slot.

For all node types except strings, all nodes are linked onto the free storage chain after their page is given the new type. The chain then consists of a forward linked list.

Within pages of strings and arrays, a chain of free slots is kept. The unsigned low order first word of each slot gives the link to the next slot. If the free slot consists of just two bytes (one word) then the low order bit is set, i.e. the pointer
is done. Following this convention, if the last unallocated slot is just two bytes, it contains the number one. Free slots longer than one word have zero in the low order bit of the first word. The second word of such a slot gives the slot's length. When a slot is added to the free storage chain it is immediately merged with any contiguous slots. The full length of the combined slot will then be available without possible waste.

2.5.3 Packing Storage.

Storage packing has not yet been implemented. Storage should not be packed after each garbage collection, but only upon request or garbage collection failure. There will probably be a need to implement this complex and time consuming procedure.

After the LISP interpreter has been running for a long time, all of the pages will probably contain more or less permanently allocated nodes. At the same time, many of the pages probably will be mostly unallocated. Thus, although unused space is available, the garbage collector may eventually fail because it cannot allocate a new page for a type which densely populates its last few pages, with fewer free pages available for recycling, the time consuming garbage collector will be called more often.

Packing storage consists of cutting nodes of each type into as few pages as possible. For fixed-node-size page types, some pages would be marked to have their nodes placed in other pages of the same type. Pointers to these nodes must also be adjusted. For variable node sizes, the free slots must be removed from between allocated nodes by shifting the allocated nodes, preferably downward, and grouping the free slots into one large free slot at the end of the area. The greatest storage economy is obtained by also ensuring that pages with variable length nodes agut, so that allocated slots may extend across page boundaries. Of course, the pointers to variable length slots must also be adjusted. Nodes in the hash table and LINKER nodes and symbol flag nodes used by the system must not be moved since their positions are referenced by the LISP interpreter code. Moreover, references to moved data nodes must be altered in any compiled code.

2.6 Hindsight.

2.6.1 32K.

The size of the data space, even using a virtual memory or additional core, is limited to 32K words. This is the largest number of words that can be directly addressed by a 16-bit word without modification. This restriction limits the absolute size of programs which may be interpreted by PDP 11 LISP. Limited additional program space can be obtained by compiling functions into the hardware supported I-space, but absolute limits on program size remain. Future implementations of PDP 11 LISP, working in a virtual environment, could use 16-bit word pointers which must be modified before use, or 3 or 4 byte pointers to increase the effective address space.

2.6.2 Two Stacks.

Using two stacks, the value stack for pointers and the control stack for addresses and binary values facilitated programming. However, having two stacks places restrictions on any larger virtual space version. Separate pointers and data areas must be maintained. If the stacks are allowed to overflow onto additional pages of virtual memory, each stack would need to be separately handled. Moreover, if stack sections were to be used as data, as in more advanced versions of LISP, both stacks would have to be manipulated, with double the overhead.
Alternatives are to use a method whereby pointers may be distinguished from addresses and raw data on a single stack, or to eliminate the value stack as a separate contiguous area. With the latter alternative, the value stack would be kept amidst the CONSED nodes, thereby slowing accesses into the value stack.

2.6.3. Alternatives to Knuth’s Algorithm E.

Knuth’s algorithm E, used by the garbage collector, has disadvantages as noted above. The process cannot be interrupted during garbage collection, an intolerable situation for some real-time applications. Using other algorithms in virtual space, multiprocessing environments, simultaneous garbage collection can take place while processing continues. Furthermore, restarting after interrupts would be simplified.
3. Machine Code Generation

User created machine code can be dynamically added to the LISP interpreter within machines whose memory management supports separate I (instruction) and D (data) spaces, such as PDP 11/45's and PDP 11/7's. The operating system, such as VOS, must also provide for the dynamic expansion of the USER-mode I-space in units corresponding to full length hardware segments (3090 octal bytes). Using functions within LISP, pre-assembled routines of machine code can be added to the repertoire of LISP functions in order to perform slowly interpreted or non-standard actions such as system calls in a more efficient manner. LISP LAMBDA expressions may be compiled into machine code in order to speed their execution, avoid unnecessary overhead, and allow the nodes originally occupied by the LAMBDA expression to be returned to general use, thus increasing the FREE storage space.

The user's machine code may reference S-expressions which are dynamically allocated by the LISP interpreter. Possibly a reference to an expression would be the only reference. To avoid garbage collection of references which are only known to the user's machine code, a table offsets which point to the references is kept following the user's machine code groups in I-space. These tables are consulted by the garbage collector during its marking phase. All S-expressions thus referenced are marked as in-use to avoid reclamation. Storage packing routines would know which locations specify addresses to alter within USER-mode I-space when S-expressions are moved in D-space. If the user makes copies of the machine code, the table of offsets following the machine code specify which addresses must be reallocated by a later invocation of the LISP interpreter if the machine code is ever dynamically reloaded. LISP S-expressions written after the code specify how reloaded code must be altered to point to the reallocated S-expressions that the code references.

Reading locations within USER-mode I-space by USER-mode programs cannot be done directly. Although the USER-mode instruction, MTP (Move To Previous Instructions), can write into USER-mode I-space, the hardware design circumvents the USER-mode instruction, MFP (Move From Previous Instructions), from reading USER-mode I-space by diverting the reference to the D-space. This unfortunate design was intended to support execution only programs, which widespread operating systems currently supports. Instead, the design has forced a system call to be added to operating systems to enable reading locations within USER-mode I-space.

3.1. Manipulating the USER Instruction (I) Space

Several functions have been defined in PDP 11 LISP to manipulate the USER instruction (I) space which is not occupied by the LISP interpreter code. Although these I-space functions have names which match the names of Wisconsin UNIVAC 1100 LISP functions, their machine dependent definitions are different. The code for the I-space functions is conditionally assembled with the LISP interpreter when the flag "CPLCPL" in the assembler source module "TRAPS" is set to one. When the code is not assembled the interpreter may occupy less than 4K words (32000 octal bytes), one hardware segment. With the I-space functions included, the LISP interpreter code resides in two hardware segments. This leaves a maximum of 6 hardware segments, 24K words (143007 octal bytes), for allocation to user code areas, depending upon the operating system.

The LISP interpreter manages the USER I-space as a forward linked chain of user code areas. Two (:) words precede each user code area. The first word points just beyond the end of the
contiguous user code area to the next area's pointer word. The second, flag word is normally zero. System programs such as the PRETTY PRINT* and the S-expression editor examine the word preceding an address specified by a LINKER node. If the preceding word is zero, the start of a code area has probably been found. Hence, it is unwise to place any other zero (0) word within user code such as a HALT instruction. Each user code area consists of two parts: the instructions and a table of offsets. The table of offsets, described below, has exactly one zero word which is used to mark the unsigned-lowest address within the table. Only the last user code area on the chain may be expanded or loaded.

System conventions should be followed for LINKER nodes which point to addresses within the user code areas. The *CDR address of one master LINKER node should specify the beginning of each user code area, the word proceeded by a zero flag word. The *CAR of the master LINKER should point to an S-expression which is a formula which evaluates back to the master LINKER. The *CAR of other LINKER nodes which specify other addresses within the same user code area should point to the master LINKER node of the area. This convention facilitates dumping user code areas which may be loaded at a later invocation of LISP. During garbage collection before storage packing, any marking of secondary entry points to a code area would also lead to marking the master LINKER, which in turn could lead to marking the flag word preceding the code area. Thus any reference to a code area would keep the entire area from being reclaimed.

Figure 18: Typical Structure of Pointers to User Code Area.

Descriptions of each I-space management function follow.

3.1.1. *BEGIN New User Code Area

*BEGIN creates a new area for user code and returns a master LINKER to it. If another I-space hardware segment is needed it is requested and integrated into the USER I-space chain. Any previous user data area under construction is
finished by moving the previous table of offsets down to the previous end of instructions. The pointers to the ends of the areas are adjusted. The one argument to *BEGIN is used as the *CAR of the master LINKER which *BEGIN returns.

3.1.2. *EXAMINE a word in I-space.

*EXAM returns the octal value of a specified word in USER I-space. *EXAM may have from one to three arguments. The first argument, usually a LINKER node, gives an address in the I-space, which may alone be used. The second argument, if given, provides a numerical offset from the address given by the first argument. When the third argument is given, it specifies an entry within the table of offsets. The third argument, usually a negative number, is the offset of the table entry in bytes from the high address end of the offset table. The first argument should be a master LINKER and the second zero in this case. The entry in the table of offsets determines an address among the instructions whose octal value is returned. If the specified address lies within the LISP interpreter code, NIL is returned.

3.1.3. *EMIT a word to I-space.

*EMIT writes a value in a specified location of I-space. *EMIT may have from one to five arguments. If one argument is given, usually a number, its value is added to the open user code area, the last area on the I-space chain created by *BEGIN. If two or more arguments are given, the last two arguments determine an offset and pointer. The last argument, the address of a S-expression, is modified by the value of the penultimate expression, usually a pointer to a numeric node. This modified value is then output to the specified location. If exactly two arguments are given, the specified location is the next available location of the open user code area. *EMIT also expands the table of offsets by adding the offset to the next code location. Thus the S-expression given by the last argument will henceforth be protected from garbage collection. The table of offsets of the last user code area is kept at the extreme, unsigned-high-address end of the allocated I-space. The instructions and table of offsets in the last area grow toward one another. When not enough space is available to add a new instruction word or offset table entry as requested by one or two arguments to *EMIT, *EMIT tries to expand the last USER I-space area by adding a new contiguous hardware segment to the existing user code area, updating the chain pointers to include the addition and moving the table of offsets to the extreme high end of the new area. If the attempt to gather more I-space fails, the interpreter will call the operating system in error mode after sending the message

NO SPACE.

*EMIT uses any arguments given before the last two, the offset and pointer, like the arguments of *EXAM to specify a location in I-space. With three or more arguments, *EMIT expands neither the code area nor the offset table, but simply alters an existing word in a user code area. With three or more arguments to *EMIT, the first argument specifies an I-space location. With four or more arguments, the second argument gives an offset from the first argument. Lastly, with five arguments, the third argument gives an offset from the high address end of the offset table. The offset table entry in turn specifies a location within user code to reallocate.

3.1.4. *ORIGINATE a Secondary Entry Point.

*ORG creates a secondary LINKER node to a computed location within a user code area. *ORG uses its first argument, which should be the master LINKER node of the code area, as the *CDR of the secondary LINKER created. If no other arguments are given, the *CDR of the created LINKER points to the next location
which might receive code from *EMIT. Otherwise, *ORG uses the value of its second argument as the *CDR of the created LINKER node. The value of any other argument would additively modify the address specified by the second argument.

3.1.5. *LOAD User Code and S-expressions.

LOAD inputs S-expressions and code in DEC absolute loader format from specified logical files. Since each operating system has its own conventions for opening and assigning logical names to files and devices, file and device opening and naming must occur before LOAD operates on a specified file. If LOAD has arguments, the first argument specifies an input file from which S-expressions are read in a READ-EVAL loop until the end of file is reached or a top level RETURN or ERROR function is evaluated. The last argument specifies a file to be used later for inputting binary code. If LOAD has no arguments, LOAD inputs binary code in DEC absolute loader format from the logical name last specified by an invocation of LOAD with arguments for binary input. LOAD performs *ASIN before initiating the input. If not enough space is available for the input code, the LISP interpreter prints the message NO SPACE and calls the operating system in error mode. If the input format is incorrect or a checksum error is found, LOAD calls the interpreter routines for internal error handling. The input code image should contain instructions followed by an offset table. LOAD creates the necessary code chain pointer and zero flag word when LOAD finds the end of the code image as indicated by a transfer address record. LOAD closes the newly created user code area and returns a master LINKER to the start of the code. Subsequently evaluated S-expressions should amend the *CAR of the returned master LINKER node to point to a formula which evaluates back to the master LINKER.


*DUMP uses either two (?) or three (:) arguments to output a user code area in DEC absolute loader format and to further invoke routines to handle each S-expression which is referenced by an address known to the table of offsets. The first argument must be a master LINKER of a user code area; otherwise, DJMP immediately returns NIL. If the second argument is not NIL, the argument is used as the logical name of a file to which an image of the user code area is sent in DEC absolute loader format. DUMP places the start (bottom) of code at location zero in the code image. No DOS communications directory (CROM) is produced. DUMP produces records shorter than 100 (octal) with a few NULL (zero) padding characters between records and longer padding before and after the image. S-expression references are changed to 177777 (octal) in the image to protect against improper reloading. The last record signals a transfer address of one (+1), which normally indicates the transfer address is not to be used as a start address by a DEC absolute loader. Next, if the third DUMP argument is given, DUMP checks to insure that the argument is a function. DUMP calls the third argument function once for each entry in the offset table. Three arguments are passed whose values may be used by a *EMIT recreating the S-expressions when reloaded. First, an octal node gives the offset of the S-expression address from the start of the code area. Second, an integer node whose value must be subtracted from the reference pointer to make it conform to the standards of other pointers of its type. For example, a pointer to the high order byte of an OCTAL node would need one (+1) subtracted from it to make the pointer word-addressable like normal OCTAL node pointers. Third, the pointer referenced in the standard format used for its type, that is, with any offset removed. Finally, DUMP returns the master LINKER node, the first argument of DUMP.
3.2. Assembling Code.

Hand encoded assembly routines may be prepared for processing by the available assembler and link editor. A group of LISP S-expressions should also be prepared to command the LISP interpreter to dynamically install the load module output of the link editor and to redirect locations within the code to point to dynamically allocated storage areas. When the LISP system itself is link edited to a symbol table, probably called LISPST or LISP.ST3, is created so that later global references within user code to fixed locations within the LISP system may be resolved by the link editor.

The following example, prepared for use with DEC's DOS MACRO assembler and LINK link editor, explains how to perform this procedure. Suppose a LISP function UMIN is desired which returns an unsigned minimum of an arbitrary number of integer arguments. If no arguments are supplied, minus one (-1), the largest unsigned two's complement integer, is returned. Such a function, UMIN, would be relatively lengthy and slow if written as a LAMBDA expression since unsigned comparisons are not currently directly supported by the LISP interpreter. A fast, machine-encoded UMIN would not need to create binding nodes and could assume the validity of arguments unlike interpreted LAMBDA expressions. A second function, ULESSP, an unsigned-less-than predicate, can also be defined beside the same code. Assume that the code below has been placed in a DOS file labeled "UMIN.PAL".

Figure 11 - Assembler Source for UMIN and ULESSP Example.

```
; GLOGL UMIN,ULESSP ;Externalized definitions
GLOGL TRU,NIL ;External references

; Find unsigned minimum among integer arguments.
UMIN: MOV (PC)+,R7 ;Load immediate a pointer to -1
ADDRESS: J777777 ;Placeholder for pointer to -1
BR LABEL ;Jump to end of loop
LOOP: CMP (R2),#-(R4) ;Check arg from value stack top
BLS LABEL ;-> This arg is not smaller
MOV (R4),R7 ;Current arg is smaller
LABEL: CMP R4,R3 ;First arg reached?
BHI LOOP ;No, -> more args to compare
RTS PC ;R0 -> minimum arg

; Unsigned-less-than predicate
ULESSP: MOV #TRU,R3 ;Assume true = T
CMP #-(R4),#-(R4) ;Is 2nd arg > 1st arg?
BHI RETURN ;-> Yes
MOV #NIL,R0 ;No, return NIL for false
RETURN: RTS PC ;T or NIL is returned in R0

; Table of offsets to dynamically allocated addresses
WORD 0 ;Marker for beginning of table
WORD ADDRESS-UMIN ;Offset of pointer from code start
END UMIN ;Any transfer address is ignored
```

The user code must be position independent. Program counter (PC) relative references (node 67) to the data space and to locations within the LISP interpreter code should not be made. In particular, subroutine calls to the LISP interpreter must be made in absolute ("x") mode (37) rather than in the ubiquitous relative code found in much assembly programming. However, references of the user code to itself, such as subroutine calls, should be relative. Storage packing routines may move the
absolute locations of groups of code. The changes in location will only be reflected in the address portion (*ADDR) of the LINKER nodes which reference the user code areas. Hence references from one user code area to another must only be made through LINKER nodes.

A table of offsets to references must be provided at the end of each user code area. The first word of the table, which must be provided even if the rest of the table is empty, is zero. The other entries which follow are the offsets from the start of the code area to addresses within instructions of the LISP interpreter. In the present example, the word at the label "ADDRSS:" is mentioned in the table by the offset, "ADDRSS-UMIN". The Y0V instruction operand is assembled as 177777 (octal) so that if the code is used before the proper dynamic storage allocation is complete, a hardware byte error trap will occur. Furthermore, the address 177777 (octal) in D-space has type SYSTEM, Hence, the garbage collector will not attempt to mark the location specified as an in-use S-expression. The word will eventually contain the address of an INTGER node whose contents are a two's complement minus one (-1 = 177777 octal). The D-space references to NIL and TRU are not included in the table since they have permanent locations which are externally defined in the symbol table "LISP.STB". The references to NIL and TRU can be resolved by the link editor before loading the user code.

In the example, the user code could be assembled and linked in DOS BATHC mode by the following commands.

Figure 12 - DOS Commands to LINK and Assemble UMIN Example.

\$RUN 4ACRO  ; Assemble
#$Y:UMIN.OBJ,LP:=$Y:UMIN.PAL
$RUN LINK  ; Link edit with start of code at zero.
#$Y:UMIN.LDA,LP:=$Y:UMIN.OBJ,LISP.STB[1],"J/B:/:/E"

DOS includes a 16 (20 octal) word communications directory (CMD) as the first record of load modules. The CMD is normally loaded into core and then overwritten. In order to avoid interference with the dynamic code loader (*DEPOSIT) by the CMD, the user code loaded must be at least 16 (20 octal) words long, under DOS, so that the CMD may be completely overwritten. The "BOTTOM" switch, "/3:" must be specified to the DOS link editor so that the virtual start (bottom) of the user code is at zero (1). The LISP loader (*DEPOSIT) expects the load module to be in DEC's PDP 11 absolute loader format, which the DOS link editor provides. The format includes a transfer address record at the end of the module. The LISP loader (*DEPOSIT) uses the transfer address record to signal the end of user code. Exactly one (1) address offset table as described above must exist at the end of the combined link edited user code area. If several object modules are included, the offsets in the table must be computed from the beginning of the entire user code area, not from the start of each individual module. If padding words are needed to make the user code area at least 16 (20 octal) words long, the padding must precede the offset table.

In the example, the printed output of the link editor should be consulted to find the offset of the secondary entry point, ULESSP, from the start of code, UMIN. In this case, the offset found, 224 (octal in LISP notation), is used while preparing a set of LISP S-expressions to create bindings and allocate the S-expressions referenced by the code through the table of offsets. Assume the following S-expressions are placed in the DOS file "SY:UMIN.LISP".

\[ \text{[LISP Code]} \]
Figure 13 - S-expressions to Bind and Allocate UMIN Example.

(PROC <A <EVAL (READ) <GO A>)
?Comment - Create primary function binding and load code.
(CSETQ UMIN (*DEPOSIT UMIN))
?Comment - Load module could be placed here
(CSETQ ULESSP (*ORG UMIN UMIN 22Q))
?Comment - Install INTGER node for -1 using 1st offset, -2
(*EMIT UMIN 12 -2 -1)
(RETURN "UMIN and ULESSP loaded")

The following commands would then: start LISP under DOS, associate logical file numbers to files, read the code and create pointers to it, and close the files.

Figure 14 - LISP Commands to Load UMIN and ULESSP Example.

RUN LISP ; Invoke the interpreter from system file area
(TRAP 57Q "UMIN\LDAS") ? Load module file
(TRAP 57Q "UMIN\LSP") ? S-expression file
(LOOAD 374 3 4) ? S-exp file closed as end reached
(LOAD 40Q 4) ? Close load module file
...

The assembled user code would then be ready to use.

This relatively short user code sequence could also be generated by the following sequence of S-expressions.

Figure 15 - S-expressions for Directly Generating UMIN Example.

(CSETQ UMIN (*BEGIN "UMIN")
(*EMIT 91277QQ)
(*EMIT 3 -1)
(*MAPC *(
  3,437Q
  5,1,54Q
  1,741Q
  1,741Q
  1,741Q
  ? Location(-1) <Note 2 args>
  ? Generate the rest of UMIN
  ? OR LABEL
  ? LOOP: CMP (R3),3-(R4)
  ? BLS LABEL
  ? MOV (R4),57
  ? LABEL: CMP 24,R5
  ? EHI LOOP
  ? RTS PC
  ? One arg calls to *EMIT
)
(*EMIT)
(CSETQ ULESSP (*ORG UMIN))
(*EMIT (LIST
  1271Q
  25434Q
  101129Q
  1,271Q
  (REPLACE UQ "NIL"
  1,2217Q)

) *EMIT)
(*BEGIN UMIN)

For longer sequences of code the direct generation method becomes impractical.

3.3. Compiling LISP S-expressions into Machine Code.

The LISP compiler is used in the same manner as the 1108 LISP compiler.
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5. Appendices.


PDP 11 LISP is available in several versions. The major differences between them are the operating systems and machines which house LISP. The coding of the interpreter is nearly identical for all of the versions.

5.1.1. Stand-Alone Systems.

In the absence of a reliable, available operating system to develop LISP, a rudimentary operating system has been used. The stand-alone operating system is a class project for a data concentrator which was modified and rewritten. The system is loaded into core by a bootstrapping process. Once in core it examines how much core is available (at least 16K and up to 32K words) and which communications device is present (DC71 or DL11). The system then continues using only what has been found. Programs may be loaded or printed out using either the console teletype, or one communications device, or a combination of the two. A small debugging package is available to examine and alter absolute core locations with the console teletype. This permits patches to known bugs and trial corrections to problems with the interpreter code. Program patches should be made using the facilities of the LISP language.

The stand-alone system is available in several formats.

5.1.1.1. CIMS - Canberra Magnetic Tape System. LISP is available on magnetic tape cartridge used by CIMS (Canberra Magnetic Tape Operating System). At present LISP is kept on a separate cartridge by the author. Perhaps later, when a more finalized version is produced, LISP will be included as a processor on the system tape.

5.1.1.2. PDP 11/43 with Disk. LISP is available on the disk cartridge of some machines and the fixed disk of others. The system is loaded and run with the appropriate disk loader.

5.1.1.3. PDP 11/44 with Disk. LISP is available on the cartridge disk of the PDP 11/44. An effort has been made to keep PDP 11 LISP downward compatible with the PDP 11/44. However, the protection of separate instruction and data spaces is not provided on the PDP 11/44. Moreover, the address space available for data on the PDP 11/44 is ultimately more restricted, even if virtual memory could be provided. Thus future versions of the operating system may not support LISP on the PDP 11/44.

5.1.1.4. Paper Tape Software System. A copy of the DEC program DUMPA3 (Dump in Absolute Format) can be appended to the code. This would enable paper tape absolute versions of the system to be produced for systems without operative mass storage. Due to copyright restrictions, the program DUMPA3 may not be transmitted to systems outside UOM.

5.1.2. Virtual Operating System (VOS).

The original intent was to write LISP for an environment with virtual address space and cooperating processes. The interfaces of the LISP interpreter have been designed to be compatible with the DEC/VOS (Distributed Computer Network/Virtual Operating System) being developed at UOM. Once VOS is running, large scale LISP adventures into artificial intelligence may be possible.

5.1.3. Disk Operating System (DOS).

A VOS emulator exists for use between the LISP interpreter
and DEC's Disk Operating System (DOS). The emulator intercepts the TRAP instructions given by the LISP interpreter for I/O and other services. The emulator converts the interpreter requests into LISP instructions used by DOS. Buffers, link blocks, and filename blocks are maintained in the emulator for use by DOS. The emulator simulates the needed features of VOS for the LISP interpreter while providing access to the DOS file structure.
5.2. Using the Operating Systems.

5.2.1. Bootstrapping.

After turning on a computer the contents of core may be unknown or unusable. A small procedure, a bootstrap, is initially used to start up whatever operating system is to be used. Hopefully a hardware bootstrap will be available or the bootstrap will already be in core. If not, the bootstrap can be entered using the switches on the front of the machine. A listing of the CIMSES bootstrap is included at the end of the CIMSES system documentation. The 24K CIMSES bootstrap starts at 13775. A listing of a cartridge disk bootstrap labeled "LISP Bootstrap" is on page 4 of a spiral bound manual labeled "Disk Documentation." For 15K core machines, the disk bootstrap starts at 13774", for 24K at 13777. The disk should be powered up after the system, then the run-load switch moved to the run position. Wait for the run light to go on (in less than a minute). (Power down in reverse order.) The DEC paper tape software handbook contains the paper tape bootstrap and procedures. The tape and disk bootstraps are started by the following procedure:

A. Make sure the console teletype is online and the disk or tape reader is on.
B. Put the HALT-ENABLE key in the HALT (down) position.
C. Place the bootstrap start address in key.
D. Press the load address key on the console.
E. Press the START key.
F. Put the HALT-ENABLE key in the ENABLE (up) position.
G. Press the continue (CONT) key.
H. If nothing happens, start over after checking the bootstrap for errors; otherwise, the loading operation can begin.

5.2.2. Stand-Alone Systems.

The stand-alone systems differ only in the medium on which they are housed and the method used to load them.

5.2.2.1. Loading and Running the Loader.

After the bootstrapping procedure, the following procedures will load and run the Loader.

5.2.2.2. Cartridge Disk Systems.

A. If the system types "READY TO DIAL" or "WAITING FOR CARRIER" some telephone connection must be made with the appropriate device, either DCE or BIL. Any terminal may be called or even another computer.
B. If the system types "SELECT SPEED • • • " type "[" for 115 baud lines or "[" for 50 baud lines.
C. The system must be informed of the location of the program on disk. This is currently sector 5300 or 5400 on the cartridge, unit. To signal this type ALT-MODE A. The system will respond by querying U, F, and then D. After U type "0" for unit 1. After F and D type the starting sector location (5300).
D. To start the loading operation type ALT-MODE L.
E. If the system asks for a loader disk address use 16 (at present).
F. When the system asks for a loader address, type carriage return or any address higher than the highest address loaded, currently 4425.

5.2.2.2. CIMSES - 24K Core.

A. Ensure the CIMSES 24K system tape is mounted on unit 1, the leftmost tape drive.
B. If the system is ready to receive commands it will type a left bracket ("["). If not, try the bootstrap procedure.
C. Mount a tape containing the LISP interpreter usually on unit 2.
D. Position the tape at the start of a copy of the LISP
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interpreter. Usually pressing the rewind button is sufficient.

E. Type "RJN" followed by an ALT-MODE to load the
magnetic tape loader.

F. When the system queries "JU#" type "Z" (if
appropriate) giving the unit number which is positioned at the
beginning of the interpreter.

G. When the system halts near location 22574, the LISP
interpreter has been loaded. Otherwise a loading error has
occurred and the bootstrap procedure should be restarted.

4. Paper Tape Software Systems

A. Load the paper tape absolute loader and modify it if
DC11's and telephone lines are to be used instead of the console
TELETYPE.

B. Load a copy of the stand-alone LISP system into
another machine.

C. After loading, the LISP interpreter halts. Note the
address for later use.

D. Set 474 at 114 in the switches of the sending machine, set
the half switch, press load address, press start, set enable
switch, and press continue. A modified copy of DUMPA5 (dump in
DEC absolute format) can be provided following the data area.
DUMPA5 will halt to wait for an address to begin dumping code.
The code for DUMPA5 is overwritten once the LISP interpreter
begins.

E. Connect the two machines by telephone. If using
DC11's at 330 baud ensure that all error bits in their device
status registers are off and that locations 774000 and 774304
both have actual set.

F. Start the absolute loader in the receiving machine.

G. Start DUMPA5 in the sending machine. Note the stack
and device register queries have been preset to use a DC11. Only
a dump start and stop location are needed.

H. In the sending machine, put 474 in the keys for the
dump start location.

I. Press (CONT), the machine should halt again.

J. Put 3740 in keys for last dumped address.

K. Press continue (CONT), the sending machine should
start the transfer.

L. If the sending machine halts while the receiving
machine does not, the LISP interpreter has been loaded, otherwise
try again from the beginning of the bootstrap.

M. Start the LISP interpreter at the address where the
sending machine halted.

5.2.2.2. Starting the LISP interpreter.

After LISP is loaded, the kernel stack pointer is set and
the operating system halts. Patches can be made at this point.
If DC11's are to be used at 114 baud instead of the preset 1200
baud, the device status register reset values located at 444 and
4.3 should be changed from 121 to 1c1 using the switches on the
machine. If a different device, such as a DC11 instead of a
DL1, is to be used, the receiving and transmitting status
register addresses at locations 4c0 and 4c2 must be changed.
After any such patches have been made, press continue (CONT) to
restart the system and initialize the data area. The initialization
code, which is used only once, is later overwritten by the
user control stack. At the end of data initialization, a HALT
instruction in user mode occurs which generates an interrupt.

The illegal user mode HALT interrupt is fielded by a small
debugging procedure which is part of the stand-alone operating
system. When the debugger starts, it sends a message and prints
the top 16 words of the kernel system stack. The first word of
each line is the starting address dumped. When an error inter-
rupt occurs this stack contains:

A. A return address.
B. CPU registers R to R5 from register set C.
C. Another return address.
D. The stack pointer for the previous mode.
E. The program counter (PC) of the interrupt.
F. The processor status word (PSW) of the interrupt.
The values on the kernel stack are used when a restart is made.

The debugger accepts commands of the form:

```
OP1 OP2 CMD
```

OP1 and OP2 are octal numbers of which only the last six digits are significant. If an error is made while typing a number, simply retype all six digits of the correct number. An unknown command will simply repeat the previous command. The second argument may be omitted. The command letters are:

- **A** - Restart using the current values on the stack. No arguments are needed.
- **3** - Jump to location of OP1 resetting the kernel stack pointer to OP2.
- **C** - Change the contents of location OP1 to the contents of OP2. The old and new values of location OP1 are displayed.
- **D** - Dump OP1 locations starting at address OP1. Each line printed consists of an address followed by 8 dumped words.
- **E** - Restart the LISP interpreter at its error recovery point. No arguments are needed. The old PC and PS from the stack are saved for use by the interpreter. Thus if the LISP interpreter is garbage collecting or doing some other uninterruptable operation, it may restart to complete the operation without irreparable damage to itself.

At this point any patches may be made using the debugger instead of the switches on the machine. After any patches are completed, the LISP evaluation process is initiated by typing the command "A" to the debugger. The LISP interpreter will then type a sign-on message and request an expression to evaluate by typing:

```
EVAL: ...
```

### 5.2.2.5. Changing I/O Paths

The standard I/O paths may be altered by commands issued at the console. Three entities may send and receive character by character I/O. These entities and their logical device names are:

- **A** - LISP interpreter process.
- **3** - Computer console teletype.
- **C** - Auxillary serial I/O device (DC11 or DL11 modems).

The command:

```
BELL LOGICAL-NAME-FROM LOGICAL-NAME-TO
```

issued at any time, including the middle of a line, at the console teletype, causes further output from the entity specified by LOGICAL-NAME-FROM to be sent to the entity specified by LOGICAL-NAME-TO. Note that if the preset speed of the DC11, 1200 baud, is to be changed, a program patch must be made.

### 5.2.2.6. Typographical Error Correction

While typing an input line characters may be corrected using the backspace character (BS), CONTROL/H, and then typing the correct character. Do not attempt to backspace beyond the beginning of a line or once the end has been passed. The entire line may be deleted by typing the character cancel (CAN), CONTROL/X, before any other control character which will end the line. After a line has been sent to the process by typing carriage return (CR) or some other control character, cancel and backspace have no effect on the line.

### 5.2.2.7. Stopping LISP Under Stand-Alone Systems

The process may be interrupted by typing the three character sequence:

```
BELL CHAR ENQ
```

---

While typing an input line characters may be corrected using the backspace character (BS), CONTROL/H, and then typing the correct character. Do not attempt to backspace beyond the beginning of a line or once the end has been passed. The entire line may be deleted by typing the character cancel (CAN), CONTROL/X, before any other control character which will end the line. After a line has been sent to the process by typing carriage return (CR) or some other control character, cancel and backspace have no effect on the line.
(SELL is CONTROL/G and ENQ is CONTROL/E.)

If the second character, CHAR, is also ENQ then the process may be stopped as is and the debug procedure called. Control may be returned to the LISP interpreter process to continue by giving the command "A" to the debugger. If CHAR is not ENQ then the process will complete any garbage collection and return to the latest level of supervision using CHAR as the error type code. In order to send a SELL to the process type two SELL's.

5.2.3 VOS

The VOS may be brought into core from disk by first bootstrapping the disk loader. Then the disk loader is used to bring in the VOS code. The computer may then be halted, any patches made, and then restarted at address zero (N). Next, the following procedure is used to load and start the LISP interpreter.

A. The command language interpreter sends a period (.) in order to solicit the next command. Type a carriage return to end any current command. If after loading, the period does not appear, type the command "Test" to receive a test message. Typing CONTROL/E should interrupt any current processing and produce the command solicitation, the period. If neither of these works, the system may need to be restarted or rebooted.

B. Type the command

OpenF 03000 LISP OLD C

in order to open the existing file "LISP" which contains the interpreter initialization procedure. The logical number, 03000, will be associated with this file. Note that only the upper byte of this number is significant. The fourth argument, "C", specifies the drive which holds the file. Since zero is the default value of the fourth argument it may be omitted.

C. Type the command

Link 03U61 0 102701

to map the segment 1 of the just opened file, 03000, to the default virtual address with I and D space enabled with an execute only segment and to link to the initialization procedure just mapped at virtual location. This procedure assigns temporary data workspaces, initializes the data areas, and maps the LISP interpreter code segment into the LISP interpreter, which should send a sign-on message.

After the VOS LISP interpreter initialization procedure has been started, the interpreter should send a sign-on message and proceed to request an expression to evaluate by typing:

EVAL:

Any patches should be made before loading, using the map segment (MP), display storage (DS) and alter storage (AS) commands. Except to make permanent patches and start the LISP initialization procedure, the file "LISP" should not be used by the programmer. Inadvertently, the data initialization or code segments could be altered. Similarly, use of the logical file number, 03000, should be avoided since VOS does not provide system file protection.

The process may be interrupted by typing the ENQ character. The process completes any uninterruptable operation and then links to the command language interpreter which solicits a command by typing a period (.). The top of the user stack is the error code which will be used by the process. The process may be restarted by the command "SP", which stops the command language interpreter and returns to the LISP interpreter process.

If the LISP interpreter must be restarted after operator
interception, stack overflow, or garbage collection failure, the
old stacks and association list will be lost along with any SETQ
settings.

5.2.4. Disk Operating System (DOS).

The DOS-LISP interface has been developed and tested under
DOS/BATCH version c.

5.2.4.1. Setting DOS LISP Started.

The following procedures load and start the DOS version of
LISP, assuming that DOS has just been bootstrapped. If DOS is
already running, only the last portion of the procedure may be
needed. Note that DOS system commands must be typed in upper
case and that only the first two letters of the command are
significant.

A. After being bootstrapped, DOS should sign-on with a
version number and prompt for a command with "S". Note that the
disk must not be write protected if the sign-on message is to
appear. If another program is active type CONTROL/C followed by
"KILL" in order to stop it.

B. Specify the date and time (24 hour clock) to the
system by commands such as:

DATE 04-JUL-76
TIME 13:45:43

Files produced will be marked with given time and date.

C. Log-in to the system by typing a command like this.

LOGIN 13:43

The numbers must specify a user group number and user number, the
User Identification Code (UTC), between 1 and 376 in octal,
known to the system file structure. New UIC numbers may be
entered into the file system using the system program PIP
(Peripheral Interchange Program). If a different UIC is desired,
other than the one currently in use, type the command "FINISH" to
log off the system before logging in under a new number.

D. Type the command:

RUN LISP

The above command brings in overlay segments used in code and
data initialization, opens the primary input and output datasets,
and sets values used by DOS. When the initialization is
complete, the LISP interpreter signs on and requests an expres­
sion to evaluate by typing:

EVAL:

5.2.4.2. Interrupting, Restarting, Killing DOS LISP.

Once LISP is running, the attention of the monitor may be
gained by simultaneously striking the CONTROL and "C" keys.
The monitor responds by echoing, typing a dot (.), and inter­-
rupting any current output. One of several one line commands may
then be given:

A. RESTART - Restart the interpreter at the interrupt
point established by the program. This controls runaway
programs. Do not use "BEGIN" to restart DOS LISP.

B. PRINT - Turn console output either off or back on
again. This command, which is transparent to the program, can
eliminate excessive output.

C. ASSIGN - Associate a logical name, for example:

ASSIGN SY:NEWFIL.LSP,4

This command specifies a logical port or dataset number between
three (3) and eight (8) which is to have the external name given.
In the above example the logical port number 4 is associated with
the dataset SY:NEWFIL.LSP on the system device, "SY:"; with file
name, "\.\EOFIP"; and with file name extension, "\.LSP", to denote a LISP code source file. Further details and examples can be found in the DEC DOS manuals.

D. KILL - This command stops the current program in a tidy fashion. Files are closed and an orderly return is made to the monitor regardless of what the LISP interpreter may have been doing. Once "KILL" is issued the program cannot be restarted.

After a system error message, e.g.

"ERROR 345 0:13.36 or ERROR 0:4.676"

the "KILL" or "RESTART" commands may also be given. Some system errors, such as stack overflows, are intercepted by the DOS-LISP interface, which prints some system stack values and returns directly to the LISP interpreter.

5.2.4.3. Input and Output Datasets.

The LISP interpreter refers to input/output ports or datasets by logical number. The DOS-LISP interface provides link and filename blocks for logical numbers between one (1) and eight (8). Logical numbers, one (1) and two (2), are used for default input and output, DOS logical names, "CDI" and "CMD", are used in their link blocks respectively, so that LISP may be used in batch mode. In interactive mode the device, "KB:", console keyboard, is used for default input and output. The remaining logically numbered ports, three (3) to eight (8), use, as defaults, the system device; "SY:"; extension, "\.LSP"; to denote LISP source files; default file names, "OUTP." to "OUTP2"; and DOS logical names, "3" to "C". The datasets may be reassigned using the ASSGN command or by a TRAP instruction issued by a LISP program. For example the LISP expression,

\begin{verbatim}
(\textsc{trap} 370 4 "\textsc{sy}:oldfil\.lsp[1,1]"
\end{verbatim}

will change the file name block to use "\textsc{sy}:" the system device; "\\textsc{oldfil}" as the file name; "\.lsp" as the extension to denote a LISP source program; and User Identification Code (UIC), "[1,1]" to exactly specify the entry. The first TRAP function argument gives the TRAP offset, 370 (octal), which says to open a file. The second argument, in this example 4, specifies which logical file is to be altered. The third argument of the function is a string in standard DOS command string syntax. The standard command string drop-out rules apply; the system device is assumed if no device is specified and the current user's UIC is used if none is specified.
5.3. Coding and Assembly.

The PDP 11 LISP interpreter is written in a modified version of PDP 11 Assembly Language (PAL). Modified PAL can be used with a cross assembler on the University of Maryland's UNIVAC 11/3 and 11/4. Programs written in PAL can be transported to other PDP 11 installations. Moreover, optimization involving the use of addresses, as in the LISP interpreter, would be difficult in higher level languages.

The University of Maryland's modified PAL is quite similar to the original DEC PAL. Although many of the features of the DEC MACRO assembly language were available in modified PAL, they are unused in order to maintain transportability. Unfortunately, some different features were used. Users outside the University of Maryland may have to program around them. These differences include:

• TITLE in Maryland PAL provides assembly listing headings only. In other versions, TITLE also provides information to the LNX processor.

• EJECT in Maryland PAL has the same meaning as PAGE in other assemblers. EJECT and PAGE continue the listing on the next page.

• ALIGN advances the current location counter to the next location which is a multiple of the power of two given by the argument. EVEN is equivalent to

    ALIGN .

The ALIGN directive was useful in developing the growing LISP system. Its effect can be emulated by resetting the location counter, provided proper care is taken. For example, suppose that a previous label, "FLOOR:2", were defined on a hardware segment boundary, a multiple of 020000 (octal), such as at the beginning of the code. The statement

    ALIGN 72^3 ;

would align the assembly location counter (.) on the next segment boundary. Noting (in octal) that

02^3 = 015 and 02^000 = 2*015

then the location counter altering statement

    = . -FLOOR + 020000 - 1 / 020000 * 020000 + FLOOR

could replace the ALIGN 72^3 statement.

• IF begins a section of code which is conditionally assembled. If the argument to the .IF statement is false, the code following .IF is not assembled up to a matching statement

    ENDC ; End conditional assembly

which ends the conditional assembly area. Each assembler accepts a different syntax for the .IF statement. As an example, both the Maryland PAL cross assembler and DEC's MACRO assembler recognize the statement

    IF NE, CPLCPL ; Assemble only if compiler used

which is frequently used within the LISP interpreter code. The code is assembled only if the label "CPLCPL" is not equal (NE) to zero. DEC's macro assembler also recognized the statement if
"NZ" is replaced by "NL", for not zero, while Maryland PAL does not. DEC's PAL-1S and PAL-1IR assemblers would only recognize the equivalent statement

. IFNZ CPLCPL ; Assemble only if compiler used

which is also recognized by DEC's MACRO assembler. Bell Lab's UNIX assembler, "as", recognizes yet another, different, but equivalent statement

. if cplcpl / Assemble only if compiler used

to begin the conditional assembly area and the statement

. endif / End conditional assembly

to end the conditional assembly area. In order to reduce the difficulty in transforming code for different assemblers only the above formats for the .IF statement are used.

The assembler source code module "TRAPS" contains common definitions which are used with all of the assemblers. Several parameters defined by "TRAPS" may need to be changed depending upon the host configuration. The value, "OBSSTV" (Output Buffer reset value), should be set to the column width (in octal) of the narrowest device used for primary output usually the console keyboard. The values 17 (72), 20 (11), or 24 (12) may be used for TELETYPER, LAS, or LA36 respectively. The flag, "CPLCPL", is set to one (= on) or zero (= off) depending on whether or not, respectively, the compiled code functions are to be assembled as part of the interpreter. The compiled code functions should not be included with an interpreter for use with a PDP 11/03 or similar PDP 11's without memory-management-separated I and U spaces.

Procedures for assembling each version of LISP follow.

5.3.1. Stand-Alone Systems.

The stand-alone version of the LISP interpreter and a small, in core, operating system are assembled together on the University of Maryland UNIVAC 1108 or 1106 by the following control cards. The source elements are assumed to reside in a file named "C".

. SUSPEND . Divert the listing to a temporary file
. PDP 11 ASH, ICDS XY . Invoke the assembler
. ADD, P C.SVECS . Operating system workspace
. ADD, P C.TRAPS . Common values
. ADD, P C.PLIS . LISP interpreter code
. ADD, P C.SYS . Operating system code
. ADD, P C.UKANS . Operating system initialization code
. ADD, P C.STRISP . LISP data initialization code
. = 4 . Reserve some control stack space
. ALIGN 12 . Align on 12 byte boundary
. ADD, P C.WORKS . LISP fixed workspace and tables
. ADD, P C.ATONS . SYMBOL, LINKER, and STRING initial data
. RESJME, P . Print the listing efficiently

The load module, "Y", is then sent to the storage medium using the 11/03 transmission program PUNCH:

. PDP 11 PUNCH, CXT Y .

5.3.2. Virtual Operating System (VOS).

The VOS version of PDP 11 LISP is assembled on the Maryland UNIVAC 1108 with the following commands:

\[\text{Command 1} \]
Divert the listing to a print file
*PDP* TITLE *LISP* interpreter for VOS
*ADD, P C TRAPS* Common values
*ADD, P C PLISP* LISP interpreter code
*ALIGN 0* Start data on segment boundary
*ADD, P C STLISP* LISP data preprocessing code
*RESUME, P* Print the listing efficiently

The VOS LISP load module C+V can then be transmitted to the VOS file system. Segments from the VOS file "LISP", three (3), two (2), and one (1) should be mapped into hardware data segments zero (0), one (1), and two (2) respectively. The transmitted load module is then loaded into these segments. Segment two (2) of the file "LISP", containing unprocessed initial data is then mapped into USER hardware segment zero (0). The code (STLISP) is started at location zero (0) to preprocess the initial data. After a backup copy of the segments is made, VOS LISP is ready for use as described above.

5.3.3. Disk Operating System (DOS).

The following DOS system commands, without the comments, construct the DOS LISP interpreter, for the PDP 11/44 or 11/45, assuming that the source is on the 2-track magnetic tape device, "33". The commands below are written in batch mode for clarity; however, the sequence is more safely performed in interactive DOS mode by someone quite familiar with DOS. Over 15\,\textsuperscript{1} pages of 132 column wide output may be produced. If the available printers do not support 132 column print width, the statement .NLIST TTM must be deleted from the file, TRAPS.MAC, using the system program, EDIT. The amount of output may be greatly reduced by including the no-list switches (/NL/HL:SY) on MACRO output.
If ODT (On-line debugging) is not desired, ODT/OD may be omitted from the commands to LINK and the top of code lowered to octal 74443 by using the switch, "-R:74443". Note that the top of code specified to LINK should lie on a LISP page boundary, for example octal 74000, 74400, or 70000.
5.4. Distribution.

The preferred medium of distribution is 9-track, odd-parity, DOS Magtape recorded on either 31⁄2-NRZ frames per inch (FPI) or 15- or 30-phase-encoded FPI by DEC's DOS system program PIP (Peripheral Interchange Program). The files on the Magtape include assembler source code, object modules, and load modules for the LISP interpreter designed for the Virtual Operating System/Distributed Computer Network (VOS/DCN) developed at the University of Maryland and a VOS emulator to use LISP with DEC's DOS. LISP code for a PRETTY PRINTER, a LISP S-expression editor, a debug package, and PLANNER are also included. Normally, copies of the DOS files are placed under UIC's [1,1], [13,13], and [15,31] in order to minimize the possible effects of tape errors. The files recorded represent a current version working under DOS.

The University of Maryland's UNIVAC 1108 computer may produce other distribution media. Backup copies of the assembler source code for the LISP interpreter, the VOS emulator for DOS, and the stand-alone operating system which also emulates VOS, ready for assembly by the Maryland PAL cross assembler together with the LISP system programs may be recorded on 9- or 7-track magnetic tape in one of the UNIVAC 1108 supported formats. Blocked card image magnetic tapes with, odd parity may be encoded in 7-track-BCD or 3-track-EBCDIC. Even-parity, 7-track tapes should not be produced since the tape hardware truncates any physical record with a zero frame the value produced by a BCD encoding algorithm. BCD and EBCDIC translation also lose the upper/lower case qualities of the programs. The normally lower case variable names used by PLANNER must be preceded by a double exclamation sign (!!!) in code to be read by the LISP interpreter to distinguish them from upper case variables when either BCD or EBCDIC translation is to be used. Unless otherwise requested, the physical records of blocked card image tapes each contain 729 characters which represent nine 85-character-card images. The approximately 12-fold card images are recorded several times, each copy being followed by a file mark and the last copy followed by multiple file marks, the logical end of tape. Tapes are normally produced at 31⁄2-NRZ-FPI, 9- or 30-phase-encoded-FPI.

7-track magnetic tapes and 2⅞ or 5⅛ FPI 7-track tapes are also possible. Since the PDP-10 assembler source code kept on the UNIVAC 1108 is intended for use with the cross assembler, some modification, mostly syntactic, may be needed before use with other assemblers, such as the DOS MACRO assembler.

Tape requests should specify the medium desired including format, number of tracks, density, parity, and any encoding method. Permissible variations on these tape parameters should also be specified to allow alternate methods to be used in case of hardware failures. Usually a listing of one copy of the tape's contents and basic documentation are included.

The material is copyrighted and may only be copied, used, transmitted, or altered as allowed by a copyright license. The license is intended to protect the system from unauthorized commercial exploitation. Requestors may prepare a suitable license for signature or a license will be created for them. Generally, the license permits the system to be copied, used, transmitted or altered provided that the copyright notice is included on all copies and versions created by the licensee.

The University of Maryland, Computer Science Center, Picture Processing Laboratory requests a charge of fifty dollars ($50) for production and shipping costs. If a magnetic tape is not supplied an additional twenty-five dollars ($25) is charged to purchase a magnetic tape. Moreover, if the DOS-PIP-Magtape format is unacceptable, there may be additional variable costs. A check or money order made payable to the University of Maryland, Computer Science Center would be suitable payment.
5.5. Known Problems.

Some bugs still remain.

5.5.1. Problems with the DOS Version.

When using the VOS emulator on D0S some problems may occur involving the interface.

5.5.2. Attention Interrupt and Free Storage Lists.

The system may not properly restart at the latest level of supervision as described above if free storage lists are being manipulated. This may occur during garbage collection or when allocating strings or array space.

5.5.3. Too Many Open Files.

Although communications packets have been provided for ten (10) files, if LISP is linked close to the DOS operating system buffer area only a few files may be open at once. When the magic number of open files is exceeded, the DOS monitor will loop, probably hunting for non-existent buffer space. The system must then be rebooted; it cannot be restarted from the console TELETYP. This condition is especially likely in BATCH mode, since the system must allocate extra buffers for the BATCH I/O files.

5.5.4. unsuccessfully Storage Allocation Looping.

After an unsuccessful attempt to allocate storage after a garbage collection the system will attempt to restart by resetting the stacks and the association list to their initial values. If this recovery is unsuccessful, it will nonetheless be attempted again. The only ways to halt this loop are through operator intervention, output file overflow, or exceeding a time limit. Each attempted recovery produces a register dump followed by the message,

NO SPACE,

if again unsuccessful.

5.5.5. Random Disk I/O.

Although code has been included to support random address I/O to contiguous disk files, it has not been debugged. Unexpected results may occur when using random I/O.
5.5. Alphabetical Function Synopsis

ADD1 - increment argument.

(ADD1 X) - Adds one to parameter. If the parameter has floating-point type, ADD1 returns the same type. Otherwise, ADD1 returns an integer.

ALIST - return system Association LIST.

(ALIST) - Obtains the current system association list. The system association list starts at the *CAR of the function linker.

AMB - Ambiguity function.

(AMB X1 . . . Xn) - Returns a random selection from an arbitrarily long parameter list.

AND - evaluate arguments while true.

(AND EXP1 . . . EXPn) - Special form sequentially evaluates its parameters until done or a parameter evaluates to NIL (false). AND returns the value of the last evaluated parameter.

APPEND - create a new list from argument lists.

(APPEND X Y) - Creates a new list by CONSing the members of the first list onto the second list. APPEND makes a copy of the first list while using the second list as is. If the first parameter is NIL, APPEND returns the second parameter. If the second parameter is NIL, APPEND creates a copy of the first parameter.
ARRAY - create an ARRAY.

(ARRAY SIZE TYPE) - Creates a function which can access or alter the elements of an array of length SIZE. If the created function receives one parameter, a fixed-point number, the created function returns the array member indexed. If the created function receives the second parameter, whose type matches that of the array, the created function returns the second parameter and retains its value in the array member referenced by the first parameter, a fixed-point number. The parameters of ARRAY, SIZE and TYPE, should be fixed-point numbers. If ARRAY does not get the optional TYPE parameter, ARRAY produces an array of pointers by default.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE MEMBERS</th>
<th>RANGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pointer</td>
<td>Any S-expression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logical</td>
<td>T (true) or NIL (false)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary</td>
<td>0 or 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signed byte</td>
<td>-128 to 127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsigned byte</td>
<td>0 to 255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-bit word</td>
<td>-32768 to 32767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-word long integer</td>
<td>(Not for computations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-word single precision floating point</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

POLISP supports all of the floating point array types and long integer array types only if POLISP supports at least one type of floating point arithmetic. POLISP provides long integer arrays only for I/O purposes, arithmetic may not be performed using the values directly.

ARRAYL - ARRAY Length predicate.

(ARRAYL ARR) - Returns the logical length of its parameter, ARR, if it is an array. Otherwise the predicate returns NIL (false). The length of logical and binary arrays, the bit arrays, is rounded up to the least multiple of eight (8) greater than or equal to the length given as the first parameter of ARRAY when creating the array access function.

ARRAYP - ARRAY type Predicate.

(ARRAYP ARR) - Returns the type, an integer, of its parameter, ARR, if it is an array. Otherwise the ARRAYP predicate returns NIL (false).

ASSOC - search an ASSOCIation list.

(ASSOC ITEM LST COUNT) - Returns the COUNTth occurrence in the second parameter, LST, a list, of a CONSed pair whose CAR in EQJAL to the first parameter, ITEM. If the third parameter, COUNT, the count, is omitted, one is used.

ATOM - ATOM predicate.

(ATOM X) - Returns T (true) if the parameter, X, has an atomic type. Otherwise, ATOM returns NIL (false) when the parameter is a CONSed node.

ATSYM3 - create ATomic SYMBol.

(ATSYM3 X) - Finds or creates, if needed, an atomic symbol whose print name is given by the parameter, X. If the parameter is a SYMBOLic atom, ATSYM3 returns it. Otherwise, ATSYM3 converts the parameter to internal type STRING and searches for an atom with
this print name in the hash lists, O3LIST, used by the READ and
token routines. After not finding an atom with the print name,
ATTEMPT creates one and enters it into the hash tables.

ATTEMPT - catch errors after ATTEMPTing evaluation.

( ATTEMPT EXP
    [ N1 E1-1; : : : E1-n ]
    [ Nm Em1-1; : : : Em-nm ]
)

Special form evaluates the first parameter, EXP, and returns its value if no system errors have occurred. However, if an error does occur while evaluating EXP, the interpreter examines the other arguments for a list whose car is a number whose value matches the error type. If the interpreter finds a match, ATTEMPT evaluates the remaining expressions in the cdr of the list. ATTEMPT returns the value of the last expression evaluated.

BREAK - intercept functions before application.

( BREAK ATM NEWFN ) - Functional uses the second parameter, NEWFN, a function, in place of the function or special form which is constantly (globally) bound to the first parameter, ATM, a symbolic atom. When called, the new function, NEWFN, bound to ATM receives at least two parameters. The first parameter is the atom ATM whose binding BREAK altered. The second parameter is the function LINKER bound originally to the atom ATM. All other parameters follow as they would have been passed to the original unbroken function. If BREAK acts on an atom bound to a special form, the third parameter passed to the new, intercepting function, NEWFN, is a list of the unevaluated parameters intended for the original special form.
C ••• R - find CARs and CDRs.

(C ••• A ••• D ••• R ARG) - Returns the pointer derived by recursively taking CARs and CDRs of the parameter, ARG, a CONSed node, a dotted pair. The CAR of a dotted pair is the first part as printed, the lefthand side. The CDR of a dotted pair is the second part as printed, that which follows a dot in a simple dotted pair, the righthand side. For example, if ARG were the dotted pair

\[(X \cdot Y)\]

then

\[(C A R \ ARG) = (C A R \ '(X \cdot Y)) = X\]

and

\[(C D R \ ARG) = (C D R \ '(X \cdot Y)) = Y\]

The input routines READ and TOKEN bind any atom whose name consists of the characters, "E", followed by an arbitrary number of "A"s and "D"s, ended by an "R" to a composition function of CARs and CDRs. The order of evaluation is from right to left. For example, evaluating the S-expression

(CADADR EXP)

is equivalent to evaluating

(CAR (CDR (CAR (CDR EXP)))).

If the interpreter attempts to follow the pointer into an atomic object, anything but a dotted pair, while evaluating a CAR-CDR-chain function call, the interpreter prints a warning message.

CLEARBUFF - reset input BUFFER for new line.

(CLEARBUFF FILE) - Resets the input buffer to input a new line on the next call to READ, TOKEN, or REACH. If CLEARBUFF gets the optional parameter, FILE, a fixed-point number, subsequent input will come from the logical file number specified. The operating system must have previously provided an external meaning to the internal, logical file-number created by OPEN or other system calls such as PIPE under UNIX. A NIL parameter returns input to the standard, default file. CLEARBUFF saves the parameter as the constant (global) binding of the atom *CLEARBUFF.

CLOSE - CLOSE logical file number.

(CLOSE FILE) - Closes the internal, fixed-point, logical file-number specified by its parameter, FILE. If CLOSE gets a NIL parameter, the operating system closes the standard, default input. If successful, CLOSE returns NIL. Otherwise, CLOSE returns the integer error number returned by the UNIX operating system in errno.

COMPLEMENT - logical one's COMPLEMENT negation.

(COMPLEMENT X) - Computes the octal, logical one's complement of the parameter, X. COMPLEMENT uses the high-order, most-significant word of a floating point parameter as a fixed-point value.
COMPRESS - COMPRESS list into a node.

COMPRESS LST - Uses the TOKEN routines (the scanner) to convert a list of single character elements into an appropriate atomic node. The list elements may be either single character atoms, single character strings, or fixed point numerical ASCII values. The TOKEN routine examines the syntax of the character to determine the type of node to create. User defined readmacro characters cause no special actions. Thus readmacros may use COMPRESS without escaping the user readmacro characters in the input list.

COND - Conditionally evaluate arguments.

COND [EXPI E1-1 : : : E1-n!]
[EXPN Em-1 : : : Em-mm]

Special form expects parameters which are lists of at least one expression. At least one parameter, a list, must be given. COND evaluates the CAR of each list until one returns a non-NIL (true) value or until evaluating the CAR of every parameter. At the first instance of a true value, COND sequentially evaluates the remaining expressions, if any, in the CDR of the current parameter, a list. COND returns the value of the last expression evaluated.

CONS - create a CONSolidated pair.

CONS X Y - Creates a new CONSOLID node of two pointers, its CAR, X, and its CDR, Y, the left and right hand sides respectively, called a dotted pair.

(X Y)

CSET - create a new Constant (global) binding.

CSET ATM EXP - Function creates or replaces a constant binding on the first parameter, a SYMBOLIC-atom variable, ATM, using the second parameter, EXP. Any old constant (global) binding disappears. Any fluid bindings on the system association list, ALIST, become hidden, since the interpreter checks the constant binding call (*CAR ATM) before searching the ALIST for fluid bindings.

CSETQ - Quote the first argument to CSET.

CSETQ NAME EXP - Special form serves as an abbreviation for

(CSET 'NAME EXP)

since CSETQ only evaluates the second parameter to change the constant binding of the first parameter, NAME, as given. Thus, unlike CSET, in this example, the binding of NAME itself would be changed instead of whatever variable which might have been bound to NAME.

CURRCOL - determine CURRENT COLUMN in output buffer.

(CURRCOL) - Returns an integer which represents the next column in the output composition buffer which will receive a character.
DEFINE - establish a list of constant bindings.

(DEFINE LST) - Applies CSETO to each sublist of the parameter, LST, a list, constantly binding the first member of each sublist, a SYMBOLic-atom variable, to the value of the second member of the sublist. DEFINE creates a list of the variables which received bindings.

DEFMAC - Define a MACro special form.

(DEFMAC NAME FUNC) - Special form constantly (globally) binds a macro special form created from the evaluated second parameter, FUNC, a function LINKER, to the unevaluated variable which is the first parameter, NAME. The created macro passes the unevaluated parameters received, if any, to the original function LINKER, FUNC. The interpreter then evaluates the results. Thus the created MACRO can pre-process unevaluated parameters into a new S-expression which the interpreter finally evaluates.

DEFSPEC - Define SPECIAL form.

(DEFSPEC NAME FUNC) - Special form constantly (globally) binds a special form either given as the constant binding of a variable, the second parameter, FUNC, or else created from the evaluated second parameter, FUNC, a function LINKER to the unevaluated first parameter, NAME. If the unevaluated second parameter was already bound to a special form or MACRO, DEFSPEC performs a renaming so that the first parameter variable will have the same meaning as the second parameter. Otherwise, the created special form returned as the value of the second argument of DEFSPEC will pass any parameters it receives to the function, FUNC, unevaluated by the interpreter.

DELIM - specify input scanner DELIMITers.

(DELIM STR FLG) - Converts the first parameter, STR, into a single character of internal type STRING. If the optional second parameter, FLG, is given, the character specified by the first parameter, STR, has its delimiter status changed. A NIL (false) second parameter removes delimiter status. Any other second parameter (true) turns delimiter status on. Regardless of the presence of the second parameter, DELIM returns the previous delimiter status of the character, T (true) for on and NIL (false) for off. READ and TOKEN use delimiter characters to terminate the input scanner's creation of a name. A SYMBOLic atom name being created does not include a non-escaped delimiter character unless no previous characters have been read. If a delimiter character is not also a readmacro character, the scanner will return it as a single character SYMBOLic atom when encountered initially. The string scanner and READCH ignore delimiter status.

DIFFERENCE - compute DIFFERENCE of arguments.

(DIFFERENCE X Y) - Subtracts the second parameter, Y, from the first parameter, X. The result uses the greater precision of its two parameters. DIFFERENCE returns integer fixed-point results if neither parameter has floating type. The single-character-atom "-" is a synonym for DIFFERENCE.

DO - unconditional evaluation special form.

(DO EXP1 . . . EXPn) - Special form sequentially evaluates its arguments. DO returns the value of the last parameter evaluation and discards all other results of evaluation.
DOUBLE - convert to DOUBLE precision floating.

(DOUBLE ARG) - Converts the parameter, ARG, into a double-
precision floating-point value (four 32-bit words). PpLISP
defines DOUBLE only when supporting both double and single
precision floating-point-number types.

DUMP - output compiled code and pointers.

(DJMP LINK FILE FUNC) - Returns NIL if the first parameter, LINK,
is not a master LINKER whose I-space address (*CDR LINK) points
to the beginning of a compiled code area. Otherwise, DJMP sends
a binary image of the compiled code area to the internal, logical
file-number specified by the second fixed-point-number parameter,
FILE, VOS and the DOS emulator of VOS PpLISP use DEC absolute
loader format. UNIX PpLISP uses a.out load module format. DJMP
performs an implicit *BEGIN to compact the code area. If the
second parameter, FILE, is NIL, DJMP inhibits the binary output
phase. Next, if DUMP receives the optional third parameter,
FUNC, a function of three arguments, DUMP applies the third
parameter, FUNC, to each pointer offset at the end of the
compiled code area. The first argument of FUNC gets the octal
offset from the start of code of the specified pointer. The
second gets that integer which must be added to a normal pointer
to produce the pointer given in the code. The third gets the
normal pointer derived from the given pointer. Lastly, DJMP
returns the master LINKER given as the first parameter, LINK.

ENTIER - round up to next whole integer.

(ENTIER X) - Returns an integer node whose value is the greatest
whole, signed number less than or equal to the parameter, X,
after performing any conversion needed for a floating parameter.
If the converted value cannot be represented by a signed, 16-bit
integer, ENTIER returns integer zero. PpLISP defines ENTIER only
if supporting floating point.

EQ - test pointer Equality.

(EQ X Y) - Returns T (true) if the two parameters are the same,
otherwise, NIL (false). EQ returns NIL when comparing two
different nodes even though they may have the same value.

EQUAL - test arguments for congruence.

(EQUAL X Y) - Returns NIL (false) only if its two parameters, X
and Y, cannot be made congruent; otherwise, EQUAL returns T
(true). EQUAL converts two numerical parameters to the type of
greatest common precision before testing for equality of value.
EQUAL tests two string parameters character by character. EQUAL
recursively descends two CONSED node parameters to see if both the
CARs and CDRs are also EQUAL. The right recursive descent may
loop if presented two congruent, circular lists. EQUAL tests
other types for pointer equality.

ERASE - remove atom constant binding and property list.

(ERASE LST) - Expects a parameter which is a list of SYMBOLic
atoms. ERASE sets the constant (global) binding cell (*CAR) of
each atom to its undefined state and sets each atom's property
list to NIL, the initial state. Any hidden bindings to these
atoms on the system association list, ALIST, will reappear since
the constant binding cell is undefined. Since user readmacro
definitions are kept on the property list of the associated-
single-character atom, ERASE will remove such READMACROS as a
side-effect.
**ERROR** - generate LISP internal ERROR condition.

(ATA) Simulates the LISP internal ERROR condition given by the fixed-point-number parameter, NUM. If NUM is omitted, ERROR produces a type 4 error. Some non-positive error numbers have special meanings to the pPILISP interpreter. These reserved error types will cause specialized actions if not caught by a previously invoked ATTEMPT:

- System errors,
- RETURN value,
- GO label,
- Asynchronous interrupts,
- Previous error type was not caught,
- Unbound variable or pointer array element,
- Bad array index,
- Floating point exception,
- End of file.

During the initial file loading of the UNIX pPLISP startup procedure, most uncaught errors cause a premature error termination (IOI) of the UNIX pPLISP interpreter.

**EVAL** - interpret argument.

EVAL ARG - calls the pPLISP interpreter to evaluate the parameter, ARG. If the parameter, ARG, is an atom with internal type SYMBOL, EVAL first checks the constant binding cell (*CAR). Upon finding a non-zero pointer to a node, a defined reference, in the constant binding cell, EVAL returns this pointer as the value. If the SYMBOLic atom has no constant binding, EVAL searches the system association list, ALIST, for a binding CONSed pair whose CAR is the atom and whose CDP is the value of the ATOM, a non-zero pointer. If EVAL still cannot find a value for the atom, pPLISP prints a warning message and queries the user for a value to use. If the parameter, ARG, of EVAL is a CONSED node, EVAL assumes the parameter heas a list. EVAL checks if the CAR of the list is a SYMBOLic atom which is constantly bound to a special form LINKER by comparing the I-space address of any such LINKER (*CDR) with the I-space address of EVAL. If the unsigned, I-space address of the LINKER is less than that of EVAL, the LINKER specifies a special form. Upon finding that the CAR of the parameter, ARG, in this case a list, is constantly bound to a special form, EVAL calls the special form using the remaining members of the parameter, (CDR ARG), as parameters to the special form without further evaluation. However, if EVAL finds that the parameter, ARG, a list, is not a special form call, EVAL recursively evaluates the first member (CAR) of the parameter, a list, and checks that the returned value is a function LINKER. If not, EVAL prints a warning message and queries the user for a new function LINKER to use. By recursion, EVAL evaluates any remaining members of its parameter, (CDR ARG), and passes their values as parameters to a call of the previously obtained function. EVAL returns all other types of nodes, namely LINKERS, numbers, and STRINGS, used as the parameter, ARG, without further evaluation, i.e., as is.

**EXEC** - EXECute program in place of interpreter.

(EEXEC ARG . . ARGn) - calls STRING to convert all of its parameters, including lists of characters, into strings followed by a zero byte, the format used by the UNIX sys EXEC call. EXEC creates an integer array of pointers to the start of data of each string, which it passes as the second parameter of the system call. The first parameter is also passed as the file name to the sys call. If the call returns, EXEC returns the integer error number. No LISP system error is generated. Only UNIX pPLISP defines EXEC.
EXPLODE - create list from print name.

(EXPLODE ARG) - Uses the PRINT1 output routines to create a list of single-character, SYMBOLIC atoms which represent the characters which PRINT1 would use to print the parameter, ARG.

EXPLODE2 - create list from print name with escapes.

(EXPLODE2 ARG) - Uses the PRINT2 output routines to create a list of single-character atoms which represent the characters which PRINT2 would use to print the parameter, ARG, in a format with escapes so that the READ or TOKEN routines could recreate the printed object.

FIXP - Fixed-point Predicate.

(FIXP X) - Returns T (true) if the parameter, X, is a fixed point number (octal or integer), otherwise, NIL (false). PpLISP defines FIXP only if supporting floating point.

FLAG - put FLAG on atom property list.

(FLAG ATN FLG) - Puts the flag given by the second parameter, FLG, a SYMBOLIC atom, on the property list (*CDR) of the first parameter, ATN, another SYMBOLIC atom.

FLOAT - convert to a FLOATing type.

(FLOAT X) - Returns a floating-point number by converting the parameter to floating-point type, using single precision if available, otherwise double precision. If the parameter has floating type, FLOAT returns it as is. PpLISP only defines FLOAT if supporting floating point.

FLOATP - FLOATing-point Predicate.

(FLOATP X) - Returns T (true) if the parameter, X, has floating-point type, otherwise, NIL (false). PpLISP only defines FLOATP if supporting floating point.

FORK - spawn a child process.

(FORK) - Creates a child process, a copy of the current process, by calling the UNIX operating system, returns the integer process identification (PID) of the child process to the parent process, and returns NIL (false) to the child process. Only UNIX pPpLISP defines the FORK predicate.

FUNCTION - create function which captures the ALIST.

(FUNCTION FUNC) - Creates a new function from its parameter, FUNC, which captures the current system association list, ALIST, the status of fluid binding pairs, when this new function is invoked, the captured ALIST, which contains the binding environment during the creation of the function, is temporarily re-established for the duration of the function call. The created function then calls the old function parameter, FUNC, in this new environment with the parameters passed to the created function.
GENSYM - GENERate a temporary atomic SYMBOL.

(GENSYM ATM) - Creates a new atomic symbol which is not on the hash lists, the DOLIST. If the caller provides the parameter, ATM, its print name is used as the print name of the newly created symbol. If the caller provides no parameter, GENSYS uses the SYMBOLic atom S. The created atom will be different than any previous atom. When the atom is printed, its print name will be followed by a colon (:) and a unique integer. Since the atom is not on the hash lists, READ and TOKEN cannot directly access the name, even when its name, as printed, is input. Instead an atom will be created on the hash lists, DOLIST, for the input name. Unlike atoms on the hash lists, when an atom created by GENSYS is no longer explicitly referenced, its space may be reclaimed.

GET - obtain property from atom property list.

(GET ATM PRP) - Obtains the property specified by the second parameter, PRP, a SYMBOLic atom, from the property list of the first parameter, ATM, another atom. If the first parameter, ATM, is not typed SYMBOL or CONSED, or if the property list (*CDR) of the first parameter does not contain the property given by the second parameter, PRP, GET returns NIL.

GO - 30 to PROG label.

(GO LABEL) - Special form continues evaluation with the next expression following the given label, LABEL, in the most recent PROG. If the most recent PROG does not use the GO parameter, LABEL, as a label, the interpreter recursively searches in the next most recent PROG for LABEL until reaching a level of LISP supervision. If a level of LISP supervision intercepts the label search, the interpreter prints an error message and restarts the LISP supervisor.

GREATERP - GREATER than Predicate.

(GREATERP X Y) - Returns T (true) if the first parameter, X, is greater than the second parameter, Y. Otherwise, GREATERP returns NIL (false). The comparison is signed, i.e., positive values are greater than negative ones. In interpreters supporting floating point, if the type of the parameters differ and at least one parameter has floating type, GREATERP converts the parameter of lesser precision to the type of the parameter with greater precision before making a comparison.

IFFLAG - FLAG existence predicate.

(IFFLAG ATM FLG) - Returns T (true) if the property list (*CDR) of the first parameter, ATM, a SYMBOLic atom, contains the flag given by the second parameter, FLG, another SYMBOLic atom as a member. Otherwise, IFFLAG returns NIL (false).
IFTYPE - The LISP internal node TYPE predicate.

(IFTYPE NODE TYPE) - Returns T (true) if the type of the first parameter, NODE, has an internal type which corresponds to the Wisconsin JHUAC and LISP internal type specified by the second parameter, TYPE, a fixed-point number. The LISP internal types used by IFTYPE differ from the internal types used by pPLISP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>type</th>
<th>name</th>
<th>type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>CONSED</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>INTEGER</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>OCTAL</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>SINGLE</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>-2, -4, and -6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Compiled</td>
<td>not in data space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>LINKER</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>SYMBOL</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>STRING</td>
<td>4*[2* number of floating types]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5)</td>
<td>DOUBLE</td>
<td>12*[2 if SINGLE used, else ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

INDEX - recursively apply function to CARs.

(INDEX LST END FUNC) - Functional applies the third parameter, FUNC, a function of two arguments, recursively to each element of the first parameter, LST, a list, and the value of subsequent calls to the remaining members of the first parameter, LST. When applying the third parameter, FUNC, to the last element of the parameter, LST, INDEX passes the second parameter, END, as the second parameter to the third function parameter, FUNC. Thus if

LST = (X1 X2 ... Xn)

then the call is equivalent to

(FUNC X1 (FUNC X2 ... (FUNC Xn END) ... ))

INTO - list of values of function application to CARs.

(INTO LST FUNC) - Functional creates a list of the values of applying the second parameter, FUNC, a function of one argument, to each member, successive CAR, of the first parameter, LST, a list. MAPCAR is a synonym.
LAMBDA - create function.

(LAMBDA ARG-LIST EXP1 ... EXPn) - Special form creates a function which uses the first parameter, ARG-LIST, a list of arguments as arguments of the created function. The argument list, ARG-LIST, need not be a true list since the rightmost CDR of the list need not be NIL, which ordinarily specifies the end of lists. The members of the argument list, ARG-LIST, which will act as variables, must be atoms with internal type SYMBOL. When called, the created function binds its arguments, the members of the argument list, ARG-LIST, to the values passed as parameters in the function call by adding CONSED node pairs to the beginning of the system association list, ALIST. The CAR of these binding pairs consist of the argument name as given by a member of the argument list, ARG-LIST, and the CDR consists of the respective value passed as a parameter to the function call. The new binding obscures any previous binding on the ALIST with the same variable name for the duration of the function evaluation. If the end of the argument list, ARG-LIST, the rightmost CDR, is NIL, i.e., the list has the form,

ARG-LIST = (X 1 X2 ... Xn),

then the number of parameters passed to the function must be the same as the number of arguments given in the argument list. If the argument list is NIL, the degenerate case, then calls may pass no parameters to the created function. If the end of the argument list, i.e., rightmost CDR, is not NIL, then it must be a SYMBOLic atom to which the created function binds a list of any parameters passed which remain after the created function has bound the other variables. For example, if

ARG-LIST = (X Y Z),

during a function call, the created function would bind X and Y to the first two parameters of the function call, create a list of any remaining parameters, and then bind that list to the last "list" variable, Z. Calls to the created function must provide sufficient parameters for each variable exclusive of any "list" variable. If the argument list, ARG-LIST, consists of a single SYMBOLic variable, the degenerate case of "list" variables, for example, if ARG-LIST is the SYMBOLic atom Z, then during each call, the created function makes a list of any parameters passed and binds that list to the solitary "list" variable, Z. After the created function has bound any parameters passed to it variables, the function evaluates the other parameters of LAMBDA sequentially in the new binding environment. After evaluating the last expression, the created function restores the system association list, ALIST, to its state at function entry, thus restoring the original binding environment with any previously obscured bindings. The created function returns the value of the last expression evaluated.

LAMBDA - apply FUNCTION to LAMBDA expression.

(LAMBDA ARG-LIST EXP1 ... EXPn) - Special form serves as a shorthand for the function FUNCTION applied to the LAMBDA expression specified by the parameters of LAMBDA. When called, the function created by LAMBDA installs the binding environment captured when LAMBDA was evaluated, binds any variables to the parameters of the function call, evaluates the remaining expressions of LAMBDA, reinstates the original binding environment in effect before the created function call, and returns the value of the last expression evaluated.
LEFTSHIFT - SHIFT LEFT for positive counts.

(LEFTSHIFT X COUNT) - Returns the two's complement arithmetically-shifted octal representation of the first parameter, X, a fixed-point number, using the second parameter, COUNT, a signed, fixed-point number. If the second parameter, COUNT, is positive, LEFTSHIFT performs a left arithmetic shift with zero fill entering from the right into the least significant bits. If the second parameter is negative, the first parameter, X, is right circularly shifted, as a 16-bit value. Otherwise, given a zero count, LEFTSHIFT creates an octal node of the first parameter's value. LEFTSHIFT uses the most significant word of floating-point parameters as is without converting to fixed-point-number type.

LENGTH - count LENGTH of list.

(LENGTH LST) - Returns an integer count of the number of members, CARs, of the parameter, LST. LENGTH repetitively performs *CARs on the argument, LST, until NIL is found, which represents the end of lists in correct format, or until the count overflows which produces a system error condition.

LESSP - LESS than Predicate.

(LESSP X Y) - Returns T (true) if the first parameter, X, is less than the second parameter, Y; otherwise, LESSP returns NIL (false). The comparison is signed, i.e., negative values are less than positive ones. In ppLISP interpreters supporting floating point, if either one of the parameters has floating-point type, LESSP converts the parameters to the type with greater precision before making a comparison.
LISP - LISP supervisor.

(LISP READ-FUNC) - Iteratively prints the results of evaluating the expression obtained by its parameter, READ-FUNC, a function of no arguments. The LISP supervisor prefixes the returned value with Value:

except under UNIX in child processes of the original LISP invocation or if LISP is invoked with "-" as a parameter of the call from the shell. If the (LISP) call does not supply a parameter, READ-FUNC, the interpreter supplies a default S-expression-reading function. At each call of the default reading function by the LISP supervisor, the default function resets the input buffer, resets to use the standard input, resets to use the standard output, sends a prompt for the user on the standard output saying,

Eval:

and calls READ to obtain the next S-expression from the standard input as the value of the default-reading-function call. In those cases in which the LISP supervisor does not use the "Value:" prefix, the default reading function does not print the "Eval:" prompt either. The LISP supervisor handles any errors which are not caught by ATTEMPT-special-form calls by printing a warning message and restarting the reading, EVALing, and value-printing sequence. The supervisor may be exited by using the RETURN function or by providing an end of file condition on the standard input with UNIX EOT (control/). The LISP supervisor call returns any value of the RETURN function or NIL if no value is provided. At the end of the start-up procedure, the pplISP interpreter invokes a level of the LISP supervisor with the default expression-obtaining function which converses with the user. The pplISP interpreter prints any non-NIL and non-fixed-point-numeric value RETURNed by the top level of LISP supervision and uses the value as the UNIX exit status with NIL converted to zero.

LIST - create a LIST from arguments.

(LIST ARG1 . . . ARGn) - Creates a list from any parameters. If the call provides no parameters, LIST returns the empty list, NIL. For example, evaluating

(LIST 'W 'X 'Y 'Z)

produces the list

(W X Y Z)

which is a shorthand used by the interpreter for the CONSED, dotted-pair expression,

(W . (X . (Y . (Z . NIL))))

LIST - create a LIST from arguments.
LOAD - LOAD definitions from file.

(LOAD ASCII-FILE BINARY-FILE) - Repetitively reads and evaluates S-expressions from the file specified by the first parameter, ASCII-FILE, a fixed-point logical file number, until reaching end of file or evaluating a RETURN function call. LOAD closes the file if under UNIX and returns the logical file number used. Under UNIX, the first parameter may alternatively specify an external file name, which the interpreter will open. Under UNIX, if the LISP interpreter invocation provides file names, the interpreter LOADs them before invoking a level of LISP supervision. A parameter "+" must then be explicitly used to produce a sign-on line and invoke the LISP supervisor. The parameter "-" could also be used to invoke the LISP supervisor without prompts under UNIX. If the call provides the second parameter, BINARY-FILE, an internal, fixed-point, logical name, LOAD saves the parameter as the constant binding of the atom *LOAD* for use with the next *DEPOSIT call. Otherwise, LOAD constantly binds *LOAD* with the logical file number computed for the first parameter, ASCII-FILE. The binary file number specifies a file containing binary machine code in load module format to be installed in I-space later by *DEPOSIT.*

LOGAND - bitwise Logical AND.

(LOGAND ARG1 • • • ARGn) - Returns a 16-bit octal representation of the bitwise Logical AND of any parameters. LOGAND uses the high-order, most-significant word of floating-point-number parameters as a fixed-point value. If the call to LOGAND provides no parameters, LOGAND returns octal negative one, 1??????u, all bits on (true).

LOGOR - bitwise Logical OR.

(LOGOR ARG1 • • • ARGn) - Returns a 16-bit octal representation of the bitwise Logical OR of any parameters. LOGOR uses the high-order, most-significant word of floating-point-number parameters as a fixed-point value. If the call to LOGOR provides no parameters, LOGOR returns octal zero, 000000u, all bits off (false).

LOGXOR - bitwise Logical exclusive OR.

(LOGXOR ARG1 • • • ARGn) - Returns a 16-bit octal representation of the bitwise Logical exclusive OR of any parameters. LOGXOR uses the high-order, most-significant word of floating-point-number parameters as a fixed-point value. If the call to LOGXOR provides no parameters, LOGXOR returns octal zero, 000000u, all bits off (false).

MANIFEST - signal compile time computation.

(MANIFEST ARG) - When interpreted returns the parameter, ARG, as value. POPLISP defines MANIFEST for use with potentially compile-able functions to signal to the compiler that the parameter is to be evaluated at compile time instead of being evaluated by the compiled code.

MAP - apply function to each final segment.

(MAP LST FUNC) - Functional applies the second parameter, FUNC, a function of one argument to each final segment of the first parameter, LST, a list. The final segments are the successive, non-NIL CONSs of a list. Thus if the first parameter, LST, is NIL, the degenerate case, it has no final segments to which to apply to the second parameter, FUNC. MAP always returns NIL.
APC - apply function to all members of a list.

(MAPC LST FUNC) - Functional applies the second parameter, FUNC, to each member (CAR) of the first parameter, LST, a list. MAPC always returns NIL.

MAPCA - synonym for INTO.

(MAPCA LST FUNC) - Functional performs the same as INTO.

MAPLST - synonym for ONTO.

(MAPLST LST FUNC) - Functional performs the same as ONTO.

MEMBER - MEMBER of list predicate.

(MEMBER ITEM LST) - Searches the second parameter, LST, a list, for the first congruent occurrence of the first parameter, ITEM, using EQUAL to test for congruence. If found, MEMBER returns the first final segment of the second parameter, LST, whose CAR coincides with the first argument, ITEM. Otherwise, MEMBER returns NIL (false).

MINUS - arithmetic negation.

(MINUS X) - Returns the signed magnitude negation with the same type as a floating-point parameter, X, otherwise, the integer, two's-complement, arithmetic negation of the parameter, X.

MINUSP - negative number predicate.

(MINUSP X) - Returns T (true) if the high-order, sign bit of its numerical parameter, X, is on, i.e. the parameter is negative, otherwise, NIL (false).

NCONC - CONCenate two lists.

(NCONC X Y) - Returns the concatenation of the two parameters, X and Y, lists, formed by altering the end, rightmost CDR, of the first parameter, X, so that the end becomes the second parameter, Y. If either parameter is NIL, NCONC returns the other.

NOT - logical NOT predicate.

(NOT ARG) - Returns T (true) if the parameter, ARG, is NIL (false), otherwise, NIL. NOT is a synonym.

NTH - count to the NTH final segment.

(NTH LST COUNT) - Returns the final segment, CDR, of the first parameter, LST, a list, specified by the second parameter, COUNT, a fixed-point number. If the second parameter, COUNT, is positive, NTH counts from the left, the head, of the list. If the count is negative, NTH counts from the right, the tail, of the list. Otherwise, if the count is zero, NTH returns the first parameter as is. If the absolute value of the count exceeds the length of the first parameter, LST, a list, NTH returns NIL.

NULL - NULL argument predicate.

(NULL ARG) - Returns T (true) if the parameter, ARG, is NIL (false), otherwise, NIL. NOT is a synonym.
NUMBERP - NUMBER type Predicate.

(NUMBERP X) - returns T (true) if the parameter, X, has a numeric internal type, octal, integer, or floating-point. Otherwise, NUMBERP returns NIL (false).

OBLIST - apply function to members of the OBJECT LIST.

(OBLIST FUNC) - Functional applies the parameter, FUNC, a function of one argument, to each SYMBOLIC atom which is on the hash lists used by the READ and TOKEN routines. OBLIST returns NIL as its value. If the call omits the parameter, OBLIST uses a default function which prints each SYMBOLIC atom on the current output starting each bucket, the divisions of the object list, which the hash values reference, on a new line.

INDEX - recursively apply function to CDRs.

(INDEX LST END FUNC) - Functional applies the third parameter, FUNC, a function of two arguments, recursively to each final segment, CDR, of the first parameter, LST, a list. When applying the third parameter, FUNC, to the last final segment, penultimate CDR, of the parameter, LST, INDEX uses the second parameter, END, as the second parameter of the third function parameter, FUNC. Thus if

LST = (X1 X2 ... Xn)

then the call is equivalent to

(FUNC INDEX LST (FUNC (CDR LST) ... (FUNC "(Xn) END) ...) )

ONTOS - list of values of function application to list CDRs.

(ONTOS LST FUNC) - Functional creates a list of the values of applying the second parameter, FUNC, a function of one argument, to each final segment, successive non-NIL CDR, of the first parameter, LST, a list. MAPLIST is a synonym.

OPEN - prepare to use external file.

(OPEN ARG MODE NUM) - Returns an integer which can be used internally by CLEARBUFF, TERPRI, LOAD, and CLOSE to specify the external name given by the first parameter, ARG, a string or SYMBOLIC atom. The optional second parameter, MODE, a number, specific to the host operating system, is zero if not given or if NIL. The optional third parameter, NUM, used only with the DOS operating system, forces DOS to return that integer as the logical file number. An unknown external name, first parameter, causes a system error.

OR - evaluate arguments until true.

(OR EXP1 ... EXPn) - Special form sequentially evaluates its parameters until done or a parameter evaluates non-NIL (true). OR returns the value of the last evaluated parameter.

PIPE - create UNIX PIPE.

(PIPE) - Returns a CONSED node, dotted pair, of two integers whose CAR and CDR, left and right, specify read and write logical internal file-numbers used by CLEARBUFF and TERPRI, respectively, to communicate arbitrarily amongst the future offspring of the current process and itself. Only UNIX ppLISP defines PIPE.
PLENGTH - Print LENGTH count.

(LENGTH ARG) - Returns an integer which represents the number of characters which would be used by PRINT to print the parameter, ARG, without escapes or line feeds.

PLENGTH2 - Print LENGTH with escapes.

(LENGTH2 ARG) - Returns an integer which represents the number of characters which would be used by PRINT2 to print the parameter, ARG, without line feeds but with any escapes which would be needed by READ to re-read the output of PRINT2 as input.

PLIMIT - manipulate Print routine LIMITS.

(PLIMIT ARG) - Returns a CONSed node, dotted pair, of integers which represent the maximum print depth and length limits of lists. When passed, the optional parameter, ARG, a dotted pair of integers in the same format as that returned, changes the respective print limits. While composing output, the print routines use ampersands (%) in place of sublists which exceed the depth limit and use two hyphens (--) in place of the CDR of sublists which exceed the length limit.

PLUS - sum parameters.

(PLUS ARG1 . . . ARGn) - Sums the parameters from left to right, converting either the next parameter or the current subtotal to the type of the one with higher precision if either has floating-point type. PLUS does not check for addition overflow when adding two fixed-point values. The value returned has the type of the highest precision parameter used. If all of the parameters have fixed-point type, PLUS returns an integer total. If the PLUS call gives no parameters, PLUS returns integer zero (!), the empty total. The single-character-atom "+" is a synonym for PLUS.

PRINT - compose object for PRINTing and send.

(PRINT ARG) - Composes an external representation of the parameter, ARG, in the output buffer; sends the entire contents of the output buffer to the current output logical-file given by *TOPRINT, and prepares the output buffer to compose a new line of output. Whenever PRINT fills the output buffer, PRINT sends the buffer and continues composition at the beginning of a new line.

PRINT - compose object for PRINTing.

(PRINT ARG COL) - Composes the external representation of the first parameter, ARG, in the output buffer starting at the column given by the optional second parameter, COL, a fixed-point number. Skipped columns which have not previously received a character contain blanks (ASCII spaces). PRINT replaces an omitted second parameter, COL, with the current output column. PRINT sends the contents of the output buffer to the current output file when the length of the external representation requires positions beyond the end of the output buffer and continues composition at the beginning of an empty buffer.
PRIN2 - compose re-readable output.

(PRIN2 ARG COL) - Composes an external representation of the first parameter, ARG, in the output buffer in a format which READ could use to reconstruct a concurrent object. PRIN2 places the most recently defined escape character, which is initially a question mark (?), before characters with readmacro or delimiter status used in SYMBOL atom print names and before SYMBOLic atoms names whose first character is a number ("c-2"). PRIN2 surrounds strings with the most recently defined string delimiter character, which is initially double-quotes (""), and doubles any instance of a string delimiter character within strings. PRIN2 starts composing in the column specified by the optional second parameter, COL, a fixed-point number, in lieu of composing into the next available column. Skipped columns which have not previously received a character contain blanks (ASCII space). PRIN2 sends the contents of the output buffer to the current output file when the length of the external representation requires positions beyond the end of the output buffer and continues composition at the beginning of an empty buffer. PRIN2 cannot compose re-readable external representations for function LINKERs, the interpreter workspace, and stacks. The print routines compose the "unprintable" object within square brackets ([ ]) with either the name of system defined function LINKERs, the LAMBDA parameter list of user defined function LINKERs, the bytes as characters of short arrays (less than 128 bytes), or a question mark (?) preceding an octal number for long arrays and parts of the interpreter workspace and stacks.

PROG - PROGRAM special form.

(PROG ARG-LIST
  LAMBDA EXP)

SPECIAL form places binding pairs on the system association list, ALIST, for each member, CAR, of the first parameter, ARG-LIST, a list of arguments consisting of SYMBOLic atoms and sublists. PROG binds each member of the argument list, ARG-LIST, which is a SYMBOLic atom to NIL. The CAR of each sublist of the argument list is also a SYMBOLic atom which PROG binds to the value obtained by evaluating the second member of the sublist, the CADDR. If the argument list, ARG-LIST, is NIL (empty), PROG places no new bindings on the association list. After PROG binds any arguments, PROG sequentially evaluates any remaining, non-atomic parameters until either evaluating the GO special form, evaluating the RETURN function, or reaching the end of the parameter list. The unevaluated atomic parameters are labels for the GO special form. After evaluating the GO special form, PROG restarts the sequentially evaluation following the PROG label used as the unevaluated parameter of GO. If PROG evaluates the RETURN function, PROG uses the value of any RETURN function parameter as the value of the PROG call and ceases sequential evaluation of further PROG parameters. If PROG evaluates a RETURN function call without parameters or if PROG exhausts the supply of parameters to evaluate, PROG ceases and returns NIL as value. In any case, as PROG returns, it restores the system association list, ALIST, the old binding environment existing before the PROG call.
PROP - obtain property list pair.

**(PROP ATM PRP FUNC)**  - Functional returns any property binding pair on the property list of the first parameter, ATM, a SYMBOLIC atom. The property binding pair consists of a CONSED node, dotted pair, whose left part, CAR, is the second parameter, PRP, a SYMBOLIC atom; the property name, and whose right part, CDR, is the current binding value, of the property. If the first parameter, ATM, has no appropriate property binding, PROP returns a value by calling its third parameter, FUNC, a function of no arguments.

PUT - PUT property binding on property list.

**(PUT ATM PRP ARG)**  - Replaces the property value of the property name, PRP, a SYMBOLIC atom, on the property list of the first parameter, ATM, another SYMBOLIC atom, with the third parameter, ARG. If no property previously existed on the property list, PUT creates a property binding pair. PUT returns the first parameter, ATM.

QUOTE - use argument as is.

**(QUOTE ARG)**  - Special form returns its parameter, ARG, as is. Since special forms receive parameters without prior evaluation, QUOTE returns its parameter, ARG, without evaluation. The READ function recognizes the single quotation mark (') followed by an S-expression as a shorthand for a list of the SYMBOLIC atom "QUOTE" and the S-expression. For example, if READ encounters the characters

```
'(A B C)
```

READ produces the list

```
(QUOTE (A B C))
```

QUOTIENT - divide arguments.

**(QUOTIENT X Y)**  - Returns the quotient of dividing the first parameter, X, by the second parameter, Y. If either parameter has floating-point-numeric type, QUOTIENT converts the parameter of lesser precision to the type of the other before dividing. Otherwise, QUOTIENT returns an integer whose value is the number-theoretic quotient. The single-character-atom "/" is a synonym for QUOTIENT.
READ - create S-expressions from input characters.

(READ) - Returns an S-expression created from input characters starting at the current input buffer position. Upon encountering a list opening character ("(" , "[" , "<" , or ")"), READ recursively calls itself to obtain members of a list expression. After encountering a list close character (")", "]", ">", or ")"), READ completes each sublist under construction until matching a corresponding list opening character. READ creates a CONSD node of the expressions before and after a period (.). READ ignores excess list close characters and any characters after the comment character, question mark (?), up to the next non-printing ASCII character, such as a newline character (\n\n), which delimits any token being scanned. When READ encounters user defined readmacro characters, READ uses the value of a call to the associated readmacro. Otherwise, READ calls the scanner, TOKEN, to return the next item scanned in the input buffer. For example, the S-expressions READ creates from the characters

[<A 'B> (C . D) NIL]

or

((A . ((QUOTE . (3 . NIL)) . NIL)) . ((C . D) . (NIL . NIL)))

or

(A 'B . <C . D> [])

are congruent. Whenever, READ reaches the end of the input buffer, READ calls the operating system to obtain more ASCII characters from the current input file.

READCH - READ a single-character atom.

(READCH) - Returns a single-character, SYMBOLic atom which represents the next character in the input buffer, regardless of any delimiter or readmacro status of the character. If READCH finds no further characters in the input buffer, READCH calls the operating system for another line of ASCII characters.

READMAC - manipulate character READMACro status.

(READMAC CHAR ARG) - Returns the existing readmacro status of the character specified by the first parameter, CHAR, which STRING, called by READMAC, converts into a single character string. If the character is not a readmacro character, READMAC returns NIL (false). If the character specifies a user defined readmacro, READMAC returns the function LINKER that the user established to be called by READ whenever READ encounters the character while looking for the start of a new token. Otherwise, READMAC returns a pseudo-function LINKER used by a system defined readmacro, e.g., the question mark (?), comment character, or the single quotation mark ("), QUOTE S-expression character. If READMAC gets the second, optional parameter, READMAC establishes a new readmacro status following the same rules used to return the old readmacro.

REMAINDER - REMAINDER after division.

(REMAINDER X Y) - Returns the number-theoretic remainder of dividing the first parameter, X, by the second parameter, Y, when both parameters are fixed-point numbers.
REMOB - Remove Object from hash lists.
(REMOB AT) - Searches the appropriate hash list for the parameter, AT, a SYMBO0ic atom. If REMOB finds the atom and the user created the atom as opposed to the atom existing during sign-on, REMOB removes the parameter from the hash list and returns the parameter. REMOB also accepts a user-code-area function master-LINKER as the parameter, ARG. If REMOB had not previously marked the user-code area specified by the I-space address of the master-LINKER as unused, REMOB marks the code area as unused so that any points referenced by the code area may be reclaimed and returns the parameter, the function master-LINKER. Otherwise, REMOB returns NIL (false).

REMOBP - REMOVEable Object Predicate.
(REMOBP ARG) - Returns T (true) if the garbage collector could potentially reclaim the parameter, ARG, i.e., the user defined the object after invoking LISP. Otherwise, REMOBP returns NIL (false).

REMPROP - Remove PROPERTY from property list.
(REMPROP ATM PRP) - Removes any property binding pair indicated by the second parameter, PRP, a SYMBO0ic atom, from the property list (*CDR) of the first parameter, ATM, another SYMBO0ic atom. REMPROP returns the first parameter, ATM, whose property list REMPROP altered.

REQUEST - output query for S-expression input to evaluate.
(REQUEST ARG) - Forcs output of the parameter, ARG, to the current output file without a carriage return and then returns the evaluation of the next S-expression read from the current input.

RETURN - RETURN to caller.
(Return, ARG) - Returns the most current invocation of the PROG special form, the LOAD function, or the LISP supervisor to their caller. The caller uses any optional parameter, ARG, as the value of a call of PROG or LISP. If RETURN has no parameter, RETURN returns NIL. When RETURN leaves the top level of LISP supervision, the interpreter may exit back to the operating system using any RETURN parameter as status.

REVERSE - create REVERSED list.
(REVERSE LST) - Creates a new list whose elements, CARs, are the elements of the parameter, LST, a list, in reverse order. If the parameter, LST, is NIL, the empty list, REVERSE returns NIL.

RPLACA - RePLACE CAR.
(RPLACA ARG ITEM) - Replaces the lefthand side, *CAR, of the first parameter, ARG, usually a list, with the second parameter, ITEM. RPLACA returns the altered first parameter, ARG. In order to preserve system integrity, the first parameter of RPLACA should not be an integer or string node.
RPLACD - replace CDR.
(RPLACD ARG ITEM) - Replaces the righthand side, *CDR, of the first parameter, ARG, usually a list, with the second parameter, ITEM. RPLACD returns the altered first parameter, ARG. In order to preserve system integrity, the first parameter of RPLACD should not be an integer or string node.

SET - change fluid binding.
(SET ATM EXP) - Replaces any previously existing constant (global) binding given by a non-zero pointer in the constant binding cell, *CAR, of the first parameter, ATM, a SYMBOlic atom, with the second parameter, EXP. If the first parameter, ATM, has no constant binding, SET searches the system association list, ALIST, for a binding dotted-pair, whose lefthand side, CAR, is the first parameter, ATM, and whose righthand side, CDR, is the previous fluid binding value which SET will replace with the second parameter, EXP. If SET can find no binding pair for the first parameter, ATM, SET inserts a new binding pair consisting of a CONSEC node, dotted pair, whose CAR is the first parameter, ATM, and whose CDR is the second parameter, EXP, on the current system association list just below a marker, the atom LISP, added to the list by the most current level of LISP supervision. Any such binding disappears as the current level of LISP supervision exits. If SET cannot find any marker to use as the last resort, usually because the level of LISP supervision is not in effect during loading at start-up under UNIX, the LISP interpreter exits in error mode (IOT).

SETCOL - SET next COLUMN to read input.
(SETCOL X) - Sets the input routines, READ, READCH, or TOKEN, to obtain the next characters from the input-buffer column indicated by the parameter, X, a fixed-point number.

SETQ - Quote the first argument of SET.
(SETQ NAME EXP) - Special form serves as an abbreviation for

(SET 'NAME EXP)
since SETQ only evaluates the second parameter, EXP. SETQ fluidly binds the first parameter, NAME, a SYMBOlic atom, as is, without evaluation. Thus, in the example, SETQ alters the fluid binding of NAME rather than any SYMBOlic atom which could have been bound to NAME.

SH - JNIX SHell.
(SH ARG) - Invokes the UNIX shell, the operating system command interpreter, with an implicit "-c" option, using any optional, given parameter, ARG, which SH converts to a string followed by a zero byte, as a shell command line. If SH gets no parameter, SH invokes the UNIX shell without options or parameters, so that the shell will read commands from the current standard input file, while SH waits for the shell command interpreter to finish, SH ignores the standard (DEL) and quit (CNTR-SHIFT-L or CNTR-Backslash) asynchronous interrupts. While waiting, SH absorbs, without notification, any other offspring created by forking which terminate concurrently. SH returns an octal value which represents the status word which the operating system returns in R!L. Only JNIX pPLISP defines SH.
SINGLE - convert to SINGLE precision floating.

(DOUBLE ARG) - Converts the parameter, ARG, into a single-precision floating-point value (two 16-bit words). PpLISP defines DOUBLE only when defining both double and single precision floating-point-number types.

SPACE - set vertical output SPACE count.

(SPACE ARG) - Sets the number of vertical spaces, line feeds (\n\n), given by the parameter, ARG, a fixed-point number, that will precede the next output from the output composition buffer. If the parameter, ARG, is zero, SPACE outputs a carriage return (\n) and no line feed, which will allow many output devices to overprint the current line with the next. If the parameter, ARG, is large (greater than 64) or negative, SPACE outputs an ASCII form feed (\f) instead of any line feeds, which causes many output devices to perform top of form actions. Alternatively, the parameter, ARG, may be NIL which causes the next line of output to be sent without carriage control characters. Thus SPACE with a NIL parameter may be used to send a prompt without advancing to a new line. SPACE sends any control characters to the current output file immediately.

STACK - STACK list as arguments to function call.

(STACK LST) - Special form uses the members, CARs, of the list obtained by evaluating the parameter, LST, as parameters to the most immediate function call which is being constructed. For example, evaluating a function call

(FN A "B" (C D))

is equivalent to evaluating the function call

(FN A "B" (STACK (LIST C D)))

which uses a STACK invocation.

STRING - convert to STRING internal type.

(STRING ARG) - Converts the parameter, ARG, into internal type STRING. If the parameter, ARG, already has type STRING, STRING returns it. STRING uses the print name of SYMBOLic atoms, exclusive of any GENSYM number. STRING produces the printed representation of all other internal types and converts the characters into a string.

SUBST - SUBSTITUTE one item for another in S-expression.

(SUBST NEW OLD EXP) - Returns the third parameter, EXP, an S-expression without cycles, with all occurrences which are congruent EQUAL, to the second parameter, OLD, altered recursively, to the first parameter, NEW.

SUB1 - decrement argument.

(SUB1 X) - Subtracts one from the parameter, X. If the parameter, X, has floating type, SUB1 returns the same type. Otherwise, SUB1 returns an integer.
SYS - call UNIX operating System.
(SYS X ARG1 ••• ARGn) - calls the UNIX operating system by constructing an indirect "sys" instruction call using the parameter, X, which SYS converts into an integer, as the offset, low order byte, by logicallyoring the value. SYS uses any remaining parameters as parameters which follow the "sys" call, after appropriate conversions. SYS uses the value of fixed-point numbers, a pointer to floating-point numbers, the text of arrays, and the 1-space address of other function LINKERS. If needed, SYS converts strings, the print name of SYMBOLic atoms, and lists, whose members SYS assumes to specify single characters, into strings which have a zero (null) byte, the delimiter for strings passed to the UNIX operating system. SYS also places the last two values computed from the parameters into registers, R1 and R2. SYS returns an integer whose value is the value returned in R1 by the operating system. Only UNIX pPLISP defines SYS.

TERPRI - Terminate and send PRINT buffer.
(TERPRI FILE) - Sends any output in the printing composition buffer to the logical, internal file-number given by the parameter, FILE, a fixed-point number obtained from the operating system as the value of OPEN or similar function calls under UNIX. If TERPRI gets no parameter, TERPRI sends the composition buffer contents to the current output file. A NIL TERPRI parameter, FILE, causes the current output to be sent to the standard output file. TERPRI saves the current parameter, FILE, as the constant (global) binding of the SYMBOLic atom *TERPRI to redefine the current output for calls to PRINT, PRIN1 and PRIN2. The LISP supervisor resets the current output file to the standard output file before printing values.

TIME - TIME in clock ticks.
(TIME) - Returns an octal number which represents the low order word of the current time measured in system clock ticks by the operating system. The SYS or TRAP function may obtain the high-order word of the time under UNIX or DOS, respectively.

TIMES - multiply arguments.
(TIMES ARG1 ••• ARGn) - Multiplies the parameters from left to right, converting either the next parameter or the current subproduct to the type of the one with higher precision if either has floating-point type. If pPLISP supports double-precision floating-point and the product of two fixed-point values, with signs, cannot be represented by a 16-bit, signed, fixed-point number, TIMES converts the subproduct to double precision to avoid losing information. If pPLISP supports single-precision but not double-precision, TIMES converts a fixed-point product which overflows into a single-precision value. If pPLISP does not support floating-point arithmetic, TIMES uses the low order word of all products, even if multiplication overflows. If the TIMES gets no parameters, TIMES returns integer one (1), the empty product. The single-character-atom "*" is a synonym for TIMES.
TOKEN - scan next input TOKEN.

(TOKEN) - Scans and creates an atom from the next position in the input buffer. TOKEN ignores the readmacro status of most characters and skips ASCII blanks and commas before starting the scan. TOKEN converts any alpha characters which are not in the standard case into the corresponding characters in the other case. If PDP-11 is using lower case characters for system defined atom names, TOKEN will convert upper case characters in SYMBOLIC names into lower case characters as they are scanned. TOKEN terminates scanning after encountering a character with delimiter status and positions the read routine input buffer pointer so that the delimiter character will be read first by the next call to READ, TOKEN, or READCH. When TOKEN encounters an escape character, initially an exclamation point (!), while scanning any atom other than a string, TOKEN uses the following character as is, regardless of any delimiter or readmacro status of the character. The result of scanning an atom which possessed an escaped character is a SYMBOLIC atom, even if the format of what was read is otherwise that of a number. When TOKEN encounters a string delimiter character, initially double quotes ("), in the first unskipped position, TOKEN creates a string using the characters as they appear, regardless of readmacro or delimiter status, using pairs of string delimiter characters as a single string delimiter character, until TOKEN finds an unpaired string delimiter character which ends the string scan. When TOKEN scans the list opening or closing characters as the first unskipped character of the input buffer scan or any other character with delimiter status on which TOKEN does not perform exceptional actions, TOKEN returns the corresponding single character atom and moves the input buffer point to read the following character on the next call to READ, TOKEN, or READCH. If TOKEN has not completed scanning but has reached the end of the input buffer, TOKEN obtains a new line of input from the current input file.

TRAP - call DOS or VOS operating system.

(TRAP ARGu ARG2 ... ARGn) - Calls the Virtual Operating System (VOS) or DEC's Disk Operating System (DOS) through the VOS emulator performing an indirect system call using the TRAP instruction offset given by the first parameter, ARGu, a fixed-point number. TRAP converts any remaining parameters into values which TRAP uses to load registers R1 to R4 before the indirect call. TRAP converts numbers to their values, obtains the starting address or array data when given a function linker to an array, uses the start of data of strings and the print name of SYMBOLIC atoms, and the CAR pointer of CONSDED nodes. TRAP converts NIL into a zero value. TRAP returns a CONSDED node, dotted pair, of octal numbers whose values the operating system returned in registers, R1 and R2. Only DOS and VOS provide define TRAP.

UNBREAK - Undo the BREAK function binding.

(UNBREAK AT1) - Recreates any constant function or special form constant (global) binding of the parameter, AT1, a SYMBOLIC atom, which existed before a prior BREAK call with the parameter, AT1, as the first parameter of the BREAK call. If the parameter, AT1, has no binding created by a BREAK call, UNBREAK changes nothing. UNBREAK returns the parameter, AT1, with any changed binding.

UNFLAG - remove FLAG from property list.

(UNFLAG AT1 FLG) - Removes the second parameter, FLG, a SYMBOLIC atom, from the property list of the first parameter, AT1, another SYMBOLIC atom. If the flag was not on the property list, UNFLAG makes no changes. UNFLAG returns the first parameter, AT1.
WAIT - WAIT for concurrent process termination.

(WAIT) - Pauses if the current process has active children, usually created by the FORK function, and no child has terminated whose remnants still exist. Upon finding an existant, terminated child, WAIT removes the remnants of the child process and returns a CONSED node, a dotted pair, of two integers returned by the UNIX operating system in registers R:\ and R,: which give the child's process identification number (PID) and termination status word, as the CAR, lefthand side, and CDR, righthand side, respectively. If the current process has no children, WAIT generates an internal type zero (L) error. Only UNIX ppLISP defines WAIT.

ZEROP - ZERO Predicate.

(ZEROP X) - Returns T (true) if high-order word of its numerical parameter, X, is zero, otherwise NIL (false). If the high-order word of floating-point values is zero, floating-point hardware treats the value as zero. Fixed-point values consist of the high-order word.

*BEGIN - BEGIN new area for compiled code.

(*BEGIN ARG) - Returns a master LINKER whose I-space address begins a new area which may receive compiled code and whose *CDR, lefthand side, is the parameter, ARG. By convention, the parameter, ARG, should be an S-expression which evaluates back to the master LINKER that *BEGIN creates. ppLISP defines *BEGIN only if supporting compiled LISP code.

*CAR - unrestricted CAR.

(*CAR ARG) - Finds the unrestricted CAR, lefthand side, of the parameter, ARG. The unrestricted CAR, *CAR, of CONSED nodes is the same as the CAR, of LINKERS is the associated pointer, of SYMBOLic atoms is any constant (global) binding or a pointer whose value is zero if the SYMBOLic atom has no constant binding. The *CAR of strings is a word of the first two bytes, of floating-point numbers is the second word, and of fixed-point numbers is the value, each used as a value instead of a pointer to the value. Such values should not be retained while any other node is allocated, since garbage collection may be misled.

*CDR - unrestricted CDR.

(*CDR ARG) - Finds the unrestricted CDR, righthand side, of the parameter, ARG, using the value indicated as a pointer. ap The unrestricted CDR, *CDR, of CONSED nodes is the same as the CDR, and of SYMBOLic atoms is the property list. *CDR of numbers, the high-order word, and of strings, the byte length, and of LINKERS, the I-space address, each used as values rather than pointers to values, should not be retained while any other node is allocated, since garbage collection may be misled.

*CHAIN - obtain definition of CAR-CDR chain function.

(*CHAIN ATM) - Returns the defining string of any CAR-CDR chain function which is constantly bound to the parameter, ATM, a SYMBOLic atom, otherwise NIL (false). *CHAIN calls *CAR to obtain any constant binding of the parameter, ATM.
*DEF - obtain LAMBDADA function definition.

(*DEF ATM) - Returns the LAMBDADA parameters in a list, which were used to create the function constantly (globally) bound to the parameter, ATM, a SYMBOLIC atom, otherwise NIL (false). *DEF uses *CAR to obtain any constant binding of the parameter, ATM.

*DEPOSIT - create master LINKER for binary input.

(*DEPOSIT ARG) - Returns a master LINKER whose I-space address specifies an area of user code read from the file given by the constant binding of *LOAD, a previously-opened, logical file-number given as the last parameter of the most recent LOAD function call. The file read is in DEC absolute or a.out format depending on whether VOS, possibly emulated by DOS, or UNIX is the respective host operating system. The lefthand side, *CAR, of the created master LINKER is the parameter, ARG, which conventionally is an S-expression which evaluates back to the master LINKER. POPLISP defines *DEPOSIT only if supporting compiled LISP code.

*EMIT - install value into writeable I-space.

(*EMIT MASTER POINTER POINTER-OFFSET ARG-OFFSET ARG) - Places last parameter, ARG, a pointer to a node as modified by the penultimate parameter, ARG-OFFSET, a fixed-point number into a location determined by adding the optional parameter, MASTER, a master function LINKER, to the pointer given by the table of pointers location, the parameter MASTER, a fixed-point number, from the start of the user I-space area indicated by the *CDR of the first, optional parameter, MASTER, a master function LINKER. The parameters may be omitted in the order third, second, first, and fourth, which are MASTER-OFFSET, MASTER, and ARG-OFFSET, respectively. If *EMIT gets only the last two parameters, *EMIT places the last parameter, ARG, a pointer modified by the penultimate parameter, MASTER-OFFSET, a fixed-point number, into the next available location for generated code and places an entry which references the modified parameter into the table of offsets at the end of the user code area. If *EMIT gets only the last parameter, ARG, a fixed-point number in this case, *EMIT places the value of the number into the next available I-space generated code location. POPLISP only defines *EMIT if supporting compiled LISP code.

*EPT - obtain location from Entry Point Table.

(*EPT X) - Returns the function LINKER or pseudo-function LINKER counted by the parameter, X, a fixed-point number, from the beginning of the entry point table, which starts in the first page of function LINKERS. The entry point table begins with the pseudo-function linkers used by system readmacros. If PPPLISP supports compiled code, the readmacro pseudo-function LINKERS preceede pseudo-functions giving I-space addresses used by compiled code and constants within the system workspace. The system function LINKERS follow the pseudo-function LINKERS.
*EXAM — obtain value from user code area.

(*EXAM MASTER POINTER POINTER-OFFSET) — Returns the octal value at the user-code-area I-space address referenced by the second parameter, POINTER, a fixed-point number which indicates pointer address, modified by the optional third parameter, POINTER-OFFSET, another fixed-point number, found by adding the offset found from the end of the table of pointers at the end of the user code area indicated by the first parameter, MASTER, a master LINKER, to the I-space address given by the master LINKER. If *EXAM gets only the first parameter, MASTER, *EXAM returns an octal number of the value at the address referenced by the first parameter, MASTER. If the calculated address is out of the user code area, *EXAM returns NIL (false).

*MACRO — obtain MACRO definition.

(*MACRO ATM) — Returns the function LINKER which DEFMAC used to create a macro special form and constantly (globally) bind it to the parameter, ATM, a SYMBOlic atom. *MACRO calls *CAR to obtain any constant binding of the parameter, ATM. If *MACRO finds no appropriate binding, *MACRO returns NIL (false).

*ORG — return LINKER to next available code location.

(*ORG ARG0 ARG1 ••• ARGn) — Returns a function LINKER whose I-space address is the next available location for compiled code and whose lefthand side, *CAR, is the first parameter, ARG0, an S-expression which conventionally is the master LINKER to the current code area. If *ORG receives additional optional parameters, *ORG sums the parameters and uses the total as the I-space address of the returned function LINKER. PpLISP defines *ORG only if supporting compiled LISP code.

*REVERSE — REVERSE list without generating new nodes.

(*REVERSE LST) — Returns a list by altering the righthand sides, CDRs, of the parameter, LST, a list, whose members, CAR, *REVERSE returns in reversed order. If the parameter, LST, is NIL, *REVERSE returns NIL, the empty list. *REVERSE generates no new nodes while reversing the parameter, LST.

*SPEC — obtain SPECIAL form definition.

(*SPEC ATM) — Returns the function LINKER which DEFSPEC used to create a special form and constantly (globally) bind it to the parameter, ATM, a SYMBOlic atom. *SPEC calls *CAR to obtain any constant binding of the parameter, ATM. If *SPEC finds no appropriate binding, *SPEC returns NIL (false).